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Yacht Clubs Comnig
Eastern Here Next Week
and Boston Yacht Club
the Following Week

The Eastern Yacht Chib JlePt,
probably headed by the sloop Good
Hope, flagship of Commodore B
■•evereux Barker will come Into
the Western Penobscot the after
noon of Monday, July 8, in the
squadron run from Boothbay Har
bor to North Haven. Most of the
competition will be in medium
sized auxiliaries, although there
may be a few big sloops from New
York
Conspicuous in the fleet will be
Herbert M Sears handsome black
Schooner Constellation, now in her
fifty third year, and Prank C.
Paine's white sloop Gypsy, a boot
constructed without frames and
winner of the recent ocean race
, horn New London to Marblehead.
Two other new boats will be G.
1 Peabody Gardner's black yawl

OaklandPark
J)ancing /
HOLIDAY DANCE
WED.. .11 l.Y
Whalen's Orchestra
Dancing III to 2
Adm. 44c tax inc.

Rose and Thomas H. Shepard's
white sloop Irondaquoit II.
The fleet will remain over night
at North Haven and then go on
to Northeast Harbor, if conditions
favor, returning by way of Bucks
Harbor and disbanding at Rock
land on the afternoon of the 11th.
The Boston Yacht Club fleet will
follow the next week, with a run
also from Boothbay Harbor, but
stopping off at Tenant's Harbor j
on July 15 for a ball game and a
| clambake. The yachts will visit
1 Camden. Belfast and Bucks Harbor,
{ probably disbanding at the last
named port on July 20.
W. U. Swan.

On July 4 in Bardstown, Ky„ trib
ute will be paid to Stephen Collins
Foster, America’s own folk singer.
Many famous people will gather
on this occasion which marks the
poet-composer's 114th anniversary.
It was at Bardstown that Poster
while in the home of a kinsman is
said to have received inspiration
fcr the haunting melody of “My
Old Kentucky Home." This is one
of his best known songs, Invoking
all that is best of home everywhere.
It is a great American folk song,
with an universal appeal. To quote
from a recent editorial—"While
July 4 celebrates a Nation's indej pendence, Stephen Paster, whom it
also honors, symbolizes through his
music values that will endure be] vond the dust of cities and the
clash of arms,"

BAKED BEAN SUPPER
St. George Grange Hall
Thursday, July 11
35 4 ENTS and 15 CENTS
SALE OF FANCY ARTICLES
Auspices of Indies' Aid
79&81

Special Fourth of July

Dinner, 60c

Clam Chowder, Penobscot River
' salmon, Egg Sauce; Green Peas,
Mashed Potato. Green Salad,
Bread and Butter, Dessert,
Tea or Coffee

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

RED CROSS ASKS YOUR HELP
To the Citizens of Knox County:
Is Knox County to fail in its attempt to raise the balance of
its quota which amounts to $2404). Your interest and determina
tion to have Knox County do this will be evidenced by your ap
pearance at the Community Building tonight at 7.30, at which
time this balance will be allocated to each town in the County and
a summary of the Drive thus far will be given.
Every Citizen of the County should assume his share of the
responsibility. The need is great.
American Red Cross,
Knox County Chapter,
I. I., Bray, Chairman.

HURT IN CREEK HILL CRASH
In Critical Condition At Knox Hospital
John Bings, 65, of Philadelphia
and The Breakers Hotel, Palm
Beach, Fla., is at Knox Hospital in
a critical condition as the result of
an automobile accident at 8 20 this
morning at the foot of Creek Hill,
Thomaston.
The injured man was taken from
the wrecked car, given first aid by
Dr. Denr.Ison of Thomaston and
rushed to Knox Hospital, via the
Davis ambulance, where he was
found to be suffering from scalp
wounds, a compound fracture of

the right leg and possible Internal
injuries. His condition is regarded
as critical.
Investigating State Police Officers
identified the victim by license and
personal papers in the car and
through this newspaper located per
sonal friends at The Samoset Ho
tel , this city, Including Manager
Sheridan W. Scott, who promptly
went to the hospital to render all
possible assistance. Mr. Bings Is
married, his wife being notified at
the family home in Philadelphia.

Seavers’ Farewell

whole program was based on the be
lief that brotherly love, religion
and tolerance, and the good life go
hand in hand. I cannot speak too
highly of the splendid co-operation
I have received from the local Ad
vlsory Board, and the public of
Rockland, and I shall always cherish
the memory of my stay here."
Major and Mrs. (A. Thompson, who
have been appointed here, will have
their welcome meeting Saturday at
8 p. m.

Popular Salvation Army
Couple Are Leaving This
City Tomorrow

WAN-E-SET INN

FIREWORKS

THE BOSTON THEATRE GROUP
THE FRIENDSHIP PLAYHOUSE
FRIENDSHIP, ME.

4th of July
Week Special

Saturday, July 6
with

‘SQUARING THE CIRCLE”
Prices: 35c, 50c, 75c, plus tax

(With Money Back Guarantee If Not Satisfactory)

After the opening, performances every Friday

BOILED TWO CLAW LOBSTERS
22c AND 3Qc EACH
Clams in Shell in any amount

Celebrate at the Circus!
j

ROCKLAND

For Your Dinner on the Fourth—Serve Lobsters
Give Your Family and Friends a Real Treat
These Lobsters are Hard Shell and Full of Meat

MATINICUS LOBSTER CO.
TILLSON AVENUE
RfX'KLAND. ME.
TEL. 56-W
Surprise Your Friends Out of State With a Shipment of
Live Lobsters

AT REGULAR CIRCUS GROUNDS

Thursday, July
POPULAR WESTN CIRCUS
NEVER BEFORE IN MAINE

FIRST TiME HERE

FIREWORKS
Rockland’s Leading Fire

works Store for over
20 years

GREAT 3 RING

Largest and Most Complete Stock
in Eastern Maine to Select From

. ............ n
CIRCUS?

OPP. PERRY’S MAIN ST. MARKET

WONDERS of the WORLD of WHITE

TOPS at their THRILLING BEST

•
•
•
•

ANNOUNCEMENT

GLORIOUSLY GREATER . .
GORGEOUSLY GRANDER

HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE AND ANIMALS
TONS OF PONDEROUS ELEPHANTS
SCORES OF MAGNIFICENT HORSES
CLOWNS GALORE • ACRES OF TEN fS

11 Twice Daily: 2 & 8 P.M. Doors Open 1 <l 7 KM

In accordance with the will of the late Miss
Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No.
21 Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the
public on Wednesday, July 3, from 10 A. M.

FREE EXHIBITION'S ON MIDWAY START AT 12.30 & 6.30 p.m,
to 2 P. M.

Admission $1.00.

LOWEST PRICES IN BIG SHOW HISTORY

CHILDREN

It cost the enterprising business men of Philadelphia a
pretty penny to have the Republican National Convention held
in that city, but in summarizing the results they discover
somewhat to their glee that the visitors to the big two-rlnged
show spent $12,000,000 while in the Quaker City. Of course
the hotels and restaurants got the cream of the disbursements,
but the “little feller” had his innings, as seen in the fact that
the crowds ate 90,000 hot dogs and drank 140,000 bottles of
soda pop.
The sales probably included some things
considerably more expensive, but not included In the pub
lished list.
THREATENS A THIRD PARTY
Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Montana, who is not always
In accord with his own party, now hints darkly at an Inde
pendent ticket unless the Democrats make a strong declara
tion in favor of keeping the United States out of war. He also
wants to keep Knox and Stimson out of the proposed coal
ition cabinet. Independencee blossoms in the West, as we
have seen in the case of the late Senator William E. Borah.
It gets a sort of reputation for the statesman, but apparently
little else.

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,

78-79
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(By The Roving Reporter First Installment)
our second car? Not until we had
nearly reached the Somerville line.
Meantime we had seen Just 4 per
sons. two of them standing In front
of Ye Greene Arbor In Union talk
ing over the prospects of a German
invasion or the size of the fish they
expected to catch that day. The
third car was met between Wind
sor Four Corners and Togus, and
then on we lost count because the
sun was climbing quite high In
the heavens, and belated motorists
Seven years have come and gone
had completed their Sunday morn
since I began the weekend motor
ing slumbers.
Journeys which have fastened the
title of Roving Reporter on me. In Haying Season Begun
Approaching Togus one cannot
the course of these varied meanderlngs I have been treated to some fall to see the signs which read:
Disabled
Veterans."
highly interesting experiences. I "Caution:
have been privileged to tread the But the disabled veterans have a
Plains of Abraham: 1 have watched line idea of looking out for themthe roaring Niagara tumble Its way! selves by walking on the left side
to the sea; I have viewed a broad I of the highway. Lots of folks
—*

Rockland is behaving itself in a most creditable manner,
considering the proximity of Independence Day, but there's
something else to remember, more important than the touch
ing off of “injure crackers," and that is the absolute neces
sity of safeguarding against accident. Every holiday there is
reaped a most lamentable crop of tragedies—persons killed
or persons maimed—tragedies not undone by mere regrets,
but lessened, perhaps, If we try to keep in mind lives snuffed
out or ruined on similar occasions. It was Intended to make
Fourth of July a happy, holiday occasion—but not a day of
mourning.
McNARY OF OREGON

In the campaign the Republicans anticipate the Vice
Presidency will be on the firing line. Part of the drive against
the third term will be the argument that a man who has held
the Presidency through the last eight years of social hurricane
is not so good a life expectancy risk as he was. This Is cal
culated to expose to sharp view the Democratic choice to run
with Roosevelt, who will not be Garner.
It also reflects more than ordinary interest upon the
Republicans' own choice for Vice President. Mr Wlllkie him
self is reported to have urged the choice of Charles L. Mc
Nary, senior Senator from Oregon and Republican leader in
the Senate, who is the nominee.
McNary’s nomination does more than balance East and
West. It does more than console Taft supporters, of whom
McNary was a leader. It does more than divide honors with
the Inner-temple politicians who stubbornly resisted Wlllkie's
intrusion. It does more than balance Mr. Willkie's Common
wealth & Southern holding company against the great popu
larity of the Bonneville Dam and other ownership power
projects in Oregon.
The key to the importance of McNary is that as Vice
President he could direct team play in the Senate, where an
inexperienced President's best-laid plans oft go aglee. Mc
Nary’s 23 years In the Senate have given him the same large
experience of politics and politicians, the same popularity and
shrewcl strategic sense which made Garner so influential.
McNary Is 66 and Willkie must wish he were younger. But
he is younger than Hoover, younger than Garner. His knowl
edge of all the ropes of Congressional politics and his genial
skill In getting on with both sides will be indispensable In a
Congress as likely to be divided in its control as the next one.
McNary has been a realistic representative of western
views in his party. He was too liberal for Hoover to trust with
the Senate leadership. Coolidge veetoed his McNary-Haugen
Farm Relief bill, a landmark now to his early sponsonshlp
for the needs of his farm constituents. They had to wait for
the New Deal to adopt farm price parity as national policy
and to bring cheap power, flood control and Irrigation to rural
Oregon. That may explain why Senator McNary has never
been a die-hard opponent of all things New Deal. His people
at home have too great a stake In recent legislation to permit
McNary to make a merely destructive campaign, because,
among other things, the man Is honest—Boston Globe.
ALL ROOSEVELT'S WAY
The Gallup poll shows that practically all of the Demo
cratic voters favor Roosevelt for a third term, as against any
other candidate who has been mentioned, so that when the
Democratic National Convention meets in Chicago July 15 it
promises to be a cut and dried affair, with the remotest possi
bilities that Franklin D. will emulate the example of a dis
tinguished predecessor and not choose to run. The country
has always shown a deepseated distaste for a third term, but
the chimney corner broadcaster might be proof against it.
He would find himself up against real opposition this time,
and he would soon discover how many Democrats may be
taken at their word. Meantime the silly attempt to feature
Willkie as the candidtae of the power interests is being made.
Everybody knows that he was the voluntary choice of the
people and that the politicians were helpless to head that
movement off.

The list of Maine airports to be constructed or recon
structed does not, for some curious reason contain the name
of Rockland. At present there is a so-called airport there,
but one on which only the smallest planes can land, and
they with dubious safety. Yet Rockland Is an Important town
In a strategic location. Not only Is It the terminus of a branch
of the Maine Central, but It is the base for a rich country
lying between the lower Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers, with
the State Capital not far away. Moreover It lies at the west
ern end of Penobscot Bay, and commands the approaches to
It as it could, by air, command a principal sea route along the
coast of Maine.
It has, besides, a fine harbor, at present completely un
protected, but highly serviceable for fleet purposes. Perhaps
more important is It that an airplane base at Rockland would
serve as a defense to the more Important harbor and terminal
facilities of Portland. But in any event, an airport of modern
size and appointments would seem to be Indicated If Maine
is to do its full duty for National defense. No doubt the newly
appointed commission has the matter already in mind, or
shortly will have; for no scheme of air defense would seem
adequate that left Rockland out of consideration.—Press
' Herald.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wltham and
Mr. and Mrs. William Brewster
The Stonington Grange enter have returned from a two weeks
tained Pomona Satui day. Super trip to New York World’s Fair,
was served by the women members. Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.

Our Grange Corner

Trustee

A Strange Meal, In a Strange Place,
On a Strange Day

NOW LETS ALL BE CAREFUL

RfX'KLAND AIRPORT

JAMES DONDIS

\ WILD ANIMAL MENAGERIE

ALL NEW!

DINING ABOVE
THE CLOUDS
\ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

GOT THEIR MONEY BACK

John Bings of Philadelphia and Palm Beach

MODERN OFFICES
TO LET

and Saturday

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O FULLER
Associate Editor. FRANK A. W1NSIGW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In advanoe; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Volume 95..................... Number 79.

[EDITORIAL]

Adjutant and Mrs. Thomas Seaver
''farewelled” Sunday night from
the local Corps, and will go to
ODD FELLOWS BLDG.
Ithaca. New York, Wednesday Sat
TELEPHONE 247
urday night, following the service,
OR SEE THE JANITOR
a reception was held in the Junior
TENANT'S HARBOR, TEL. 27
16 SCHOOL ST., RfX'KLAND
78-79
78-80 hall with 40 attending, and refresh
ments were served by the Women's
Mrs. Bernice Jackson, DeparHome League. Adjt. and Mrs.
Seaver received a beautiful gift, as ment vice president, ALA. and
did their son Tommy, from the com Mrs. Minnie Smith, historian, Wins
low-Holbrook Auxiliary attended
rades and friends of Rockland.
Lincoln-Sagadahoc County
Adjt. Seaver has been a member the
232 Main St., Two Doors South of Pleasant St.
of the Rockland Kiwanls Club, vice Council meeting at Waldoboro,
MONT TRAINER
president of the Knox County Min Sunday night. Others attending
78*79
isterial Association, and a cornetlst I from Rockland were Department
in the Rockland Ctty Band. In his Vice Commander Earl J. Alden and
farewell address Sunday night he Past Department Commander Hec
tor Staples.
said:
"The spiritual and temporal well
being of those who have looked io I am to see that the world Is the
me for leadership has been with me, better because of me and to find
OPENS AT
a Heaven-given obligation and my my reward in the act.

**

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 2, 1940

The Mt. Washington Clubhouse, where we dined Sunday at an altitude
of 6293 feet, with snow and hail pounding on the roof. In front of the
building runs the Mt. Washington cog railway.

expanse of Canada from the top of would live much longer if they
the Ottawa Peace Tower und I have only followed tliat example.
The first car to pass us after wa
seen the famed Quintuplets frolic
in the security of their nursery- had left Rockland was an ice de
but I feel that I attained the climax! livery truck jmd when I say this
Sunday when Bob Webster and I I w;«h it thoroughly understood
dined on the summit of Mt. Wash- i that I am casting no aspersions
ington to the accompaniment of a on my genial companion Bob Webmomentarily raging Winter storm, ster. He Is a conservative driver, as
Drifting aimlessly out of the you will presently see, but the
home port in the early hours of( speedometer said better than 70
June's last day we could not guess considerable of the time, and his
that five hours later we would be Pontiac was on its best behavior
eating our lunch at an altitude of all day.
You frequently see the filling
6280 feet; that the azure sky of a
perfect Summer day would have station sign "Six Gals for $1,"
given way to a fog so dense that it and of course it has no reference
resembled a London blackout; that to slavery.
A field filled with well molded
the temperature would have fallen
from 70 to less than 40, and that haystacks attracted my attention
while we were dining the chilling over Togus way. Not much haying
fog should have been transformed has been done thus far, but quite
into rain, snow and hail alternately a number of things have been said
about the haying weather. The
From the Mountain Side
fields in most places are at their
But let me tell you the story as very prettiest, loaded to the brim
It unfolded beneath our wondering with field daisies, buttercups and
gaze, and to do this, start with us those reddish flowers whose name
We weighed anchor In front of The escapes me. Persian rug manufacCourier-Gazette office at 6.45 a. m. turers would have turned green
Fleecy clouds in the sky, wind with envy If they could have seen
Northwest (what there was of it) some of the sights we witnessed
and the ascending sun sending its Sunday.
glorious rays across Rockland har
bor—Just as it will continue to shed An Incentive To Lay
The Highmoor Farm buildings
them centuries after we have gone
and the memory of Hitler, Musso stood serene and dignified, and
lini, Stalin, et als, shall have per across the way was the home of
the Maine egg-laying contest. Any
ished from the earth.
The sun broke full upon the side self-respecting hen ought to lay
of Dodges Mt, bringing* into sharp plenty of eggs in such ideal sur
relief Alan L. Bird's Summer cot roundings.
On the outskirts of Iewlston a
tage when one gains an amazing
view In spite of the compara gas station proprietor "filled her
tively low altitude. I have visited up;' The proprietor was ex-War
Mr. Bird's home on several occa den Linscott of the State Pi Ison,
sions, and the marvelous vista who was keen to learn the news
never falls to delight and impress over this way. Some of his rela
tives had Just arrived from New
me.
The waters of Mirror Lake lap Jersey, preparatory to spending the
the roadside—higher by a foot | Summer at Damariscotta Pond.
A banner strung across a Lewis
than they were at any time last
Summer, and affording a sense of ton street asked the pertinent ques
security against a passible drouth tion: "Who's Next," depicting
an automobile accident. The Lew
this year.
iston and Auburn Safety Council Is
Few Cars Abroad
doing its bit toward keeping motor
As I have often remarked in this accidents down to a minimum.
column there are few persons astir
The Lewiston falls, as usual,
at 6 45 Sunday morning and so It
(Continued on Page Pour)
was on this occasion. I saw a soli
tary Knox County farmer spraying
his potatoes with Paris Green, I YOUR FAVORITE POEM
presume, but we had traveled If T had mv life to live again
many miles before we saw another would have made a rule to read noma
poetry and listen to some music at
hardy son of the soil in action, and least once a week. The low of thaw
we did not meet a motor car until Darwin** * l08“ °f happloe“-~Charlzs
we reached the Junction of the
THE STARS AND STRIPES
Union-Appleton road. Not much
[For The Courier-Gazette]
gas burning at that hour.
Emblem of Freedom, yet justice for all.
Speaking of potatoes >— very Valor, decorum /he soldier at call.
doubtful if many native spuds
find]| Comfort through kindness for all who
r
despair.
their way onto Knox County tables
July Fourth this year. Many gar Stripes far our Freenom, the Stars for
our space.
dens have Just been planted and Blue, White and Crimson—thia banner
possibly some have not yet seen the Signalofof grace
Union, and union our toll—
seed, but with rare exceptions the Force, our Intention, for freedom of
soul.
crops have the yellowed and plndCourage her armor In war opon wrong.
ling appearance which comes with Peace her high honor, God's Gospel
her song.
a cold and belated Spring.
John Harsen Rhoadeg
Where do you suppose we met
New York City.

I

\
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Every-Othei

Day

tinguisher at hand in case an
lute to the Flag, Marguerite Gouli
of this paper. Save this list for
Rev. M. S. Stackhouse of Wa
emergency does occur.
future reference.
ren spoke on "Who We Are an
rHREE-TIME3-A-WEEB
• • • •
"You know," the chief concluded,
Picnic At Mrs. Merrill’s Where We Are Going." Explaininl
Local Fire Chief Speaks
The First Department meeting
Hr that keepeth Thee, will not
"that in nine states fireworks have
Evoked a Program of
that although we may know of oi
Of Explosives and
clumber.—Psa. 121:3.
under Charles O. Weeman. new de
been outlawed. Only supervised
ancestors a hundred or so year
Fruitful
Character
Driving Sense
partment commander, will be held
public displays are permitted with
! back, we rarely consider who the
Sunday,
Aug.
4
in
Brunswick
2
p.
in those states and as a result the
IN THE
The Woman's Educational Club might be belore that time. Ind!
"Firewcrks still take toll of life
' in. The degree team from Bangor
hospitals do not get as many emer met Friday at the, heme <ol Mrs
j cations are present that part of th
and property and the use of them gency mases as they formerly did.
will work the degree on 15 new
Lena
Merrill.
Current
topir
s
and
1 lost tribe of Israel may have flnall
I members. It is hoped that Hunt
by children should be carefully Be careful.
Taxation were discussed, 1 articles leached the British Isles, goin
ley-Hill Post will have one or more
"The courtesy that a motorist
supervised." Fire Chief Van E. Rus
pertaining to these subjects being through Germany which would
I new members to take this obliga
grants the fire trucks when they
sell declared today.
read by Club members.
in a northwesterly direction froij
tion. A commanders and service
roll to answer a fire alarm extends
There was also a dls.sgission on where some authorities believe the)
"Last
year
on
Independence
Day
| officers school will be in session at
also to the occupants of the proper diet.
started. He referred to many lei
there were about 1 500 fires, at least threatened property and to the
I 2.30 p. m.
At 6 o'clock coffee v»aa served, ends and ballads of Northern Irelao
six deaths and many injuries in community, the chief continued.
All children interested in Join
the members bringing b<e< lunches. which have certain things in com
"Tire simple act of stopping at
ing the V.FW. Bicycle Safety
the United States Even adults are
The evening session v.as opened mon, leading to the belief that the;
(By Oliver R. Hamlin)
an
intersection
to
allow
the
ap

Club should see Comrade Albert
I not proof against carelcssne.-s on
with the following leaders: Lord's may have some connection with tl
Continued from the last Issue Brickley at his store on Union
I this occasion," he said as he issued paratus to pass without interfer Prayer. Nettie Stewai/.; Preamble Holy Land. The name Jerry
of The Courier-Oazette are this street. This Safety Club is open
I the following suggestions for mak- ence, or of pulling over to the side to Constitution. Coi,.i Haraden; common throughout Ireland at
week's names of Veterans who to all boys and girls in Rockland
j mg safe the observance of tire holi- cf the road, may prevent a traffic American's Creed, Ev* Loring; Sa 1
(Continued on Page Four)
tragedy and also is in the best in
Every club member will have his
served overseas from Rockland:
I day:
Do not allow small children to terests of fire safety. It is surpris
Alfred S. Berry, enlisted. 66 Pio bicycle marked, a pin to wear in
their
coat
and
an
Overseas
Cap
neer Infantry, deceased.
i discharge fire works without super- ing how many motorists try to beat
the firemen to a fire.
with the V.F..W. Bicycle Safety em
I vision.
Archie W Bowley, ind. 303d Field
"Delay in arriving at the scene
blem. The golden rule of Safety
Stay away from duds. If a fire
Artillery.
| of a fire may cost someone's life
will be taught every member. For
cracker
does
not
explode
as
quickly
Lester B. Bradford, appointed. 1st full information see Comrade
[ cr result in the destruction of
Robert McIntosh, son of Mr .and Mrs, Charles McIntosh, 169 Lime- as you tltinl'. it should, stay away ! property. The fire department de
Lt. 49th Hospital.
Brickley.
from
it
until
some
time
has
elapsed.
rock street, was host to a group of friends on his 11th birthday. Those
Austin P. Brewer, enlisted 101st
present were: Front row. left to right. Louis Coltart, Robert McIntosh host, ____
_ a fuse that Is serves. and will appreciate, the co
Don't~try to igfhie
operation of all motorists in pre
Comrades and Sisters of the John Legloahec; bark row. Richard Mclnosh. Richard Pease. Dick Hutch- d
Supply Train.
rcusly short
in
son
and
Sherwin
Forbush
were
at
the
party
but
not
in
photo.
venting
delays that may be occa
Auxiliary:
All
roads
lead
to
Liver

Alfred Briggs, ind. 303 Field ar
Keep all fireworks away from
—-Blackinton Photo.
sioned by traffic difficulties."
more Falls on the Fourth of July.
tillery.
the face and eyes. Use pv.uk that
Walter H. Butler, enlisted 101st The Post is having a big time. The
is long enough to keep the hands
Perry's
Markets
Undue formalities wield such a
State Champion Biddeford Bugle
Sn. Train (deceased).
away from sparks.
ab r bh po a
deadening influence upon one’s per
and drum corps will be there.
Do
not
use
fireworks
near
com

Walter F. Britto, ind., Supply Horse races, soft ball game, fire
McCarty, cf ........ 4 0 1 3 0 0
sonality that it is little wonder
Cqmpany 334.
P. i. v 3b
4 1 3 2 3 1 bustible material of any kind. Avoid ' Jhat the right-smart man seldom
works and one of the largest carni
Fevler. if............ 4 1 0 3 0 0 fires and keep the family fire ex a jape a rs anything more than merely
Carlyle U. Brown, ind., 321st vals in Maine will show for the
T4
Bv MOSHER
In packages and tea-bags at your grocer's
Connon. lb ...... - 4 3 3 5 0 1
Field Artillery.
right dull to his contemporaries.
entire week. All members of this
K Glover, c ___ 3 3 2 0 0 0 Chris, 2b ............. 3 2 3 2
Clarence F. Brown, enlisted 56 j Post and Auxiliary are invited to
Anderson. 2b
4 113 0 1 McLoon. rf ........ 2 1 1 1 111
Pioneer Infantry.
attend. ■
Duff,
rf
...............
4 1110 0 Knight, if ........... 3 0 0 1 0 0:
Chap.
Andrew
Boynton
has
been
David H. Buffum, enlisted 56 Pio
LaCrosse,
ss.
..
3 1 0040 Stone, If .............. 0 0 0 0 0 0
appointed Tag Day chairman for
neer Infantry.
.
,r
" .71"
■ I
Freeman,
r
...........
3 2 2
1 0 1
Frank F. Butler, ind, 54 artillery. July 13 in this city, and will con
J '
•
.......
35 7 12 21 7 2
Mosher, p ...... ..... 2 2 1
3 2 1
duct
this
sale
on
the
same
scale
Tyler E. Clark, enlisted 50th In
’
1" -■
Van Baalen
.... 0 0 2 0 3 5 0—10
as Poppy Day. The proceeds of
fantry.
35 15 14 21 9 5 Texaco ............... 1 1 0 2 0 1 2— 7
this sale of tags will go to pay League Standing
William E. Clark, ind. 303d ar
Two base hit. Gray. Home runs.
Elks ................... 1 0 3 0 2 3 1—10
for the new VF.W. home on Wa
Pet
tillery.
Merritt,
Chris, Fiore.
Gowell
Perry's
Market
4
0
0
4
5
2
x
—
15
ter street. The Tags will be marked
.857
Double play, McLeod to Chris to
Everett N. Clarry. ind. 107. In ' Home Fund for VF.W.*' and the Amoco
Two base hits, Perry 2, Connon 3.
fantry.
.700 K Glover. Stevens Sacrifice, Mo Gowell. Hits off. Spofford 8 in six
co-operation of all citizens is asked Elks
Richard Collette, enlisted. 56th to put this Home fund drive over indies
667 sher. Double play. Anderson (unas innings Base on balls, off Spofford
7. Mank 1. Gray 2. Struck out. by
Pioneer Infantry.
the top.
| Texaco
600 sisted) Base on balls, off Mosher 7.
Spofford 2. Grey I. Losing pitcher
Edgar F. Condon, enlisted 101st
Huntley-Hill Post will run its Perry Markets
444 Marshall 2. Umpires. Smith and Spofford. Umpires. Smith and Free
French Motor.
first beano game Wednesday night
428 Freeman.
Walter M. Connon, ind. 504 En with Comrade Vernon O. Giles as A & P...........
man.
gineers.
300 , Van Baalen 10, Texaco 7
chairman, assisted by Charles Hill, Van Baalen
Cyrus C. Campbell, enlisted 5th Lawrence Hamlin, Andrew Boyn- Snow Shipyards
100
Van Baalen presented a make
Cavalry.
ton, George Young, James Warren,
Tonight—A. & P vs. Indies; Wed shift lineup and then sprang a
Arthur R. Carlette, ind. 303 Field Percy McKusick. Oliver Hamlin nesday—All-Stars vs. Amoco Fri- surprise win over Texaco last night
Artillery.
10 to 7. Van Baalen came from be
! and Artemus Henderson.
The day—Elks vs. A. & P.
John H. Carver, ind. 303 Field ( money received from beano will be
The Perry Market-Amoco game hind with eight runs in the Iasi
Artillery.
1 used in the Building fund
1 fOr Wednesdav right has been post- two lnnlngs t0 wln- Going into the
Alfred C. Cary, enlisted 18th In
Overseas Veterans you belong in! Poned. In its place will be a game sixth leading 5 to 4. an error. ?
fantry (wounded in action).
the V F.W. where your needs are between a picked bunch of all stars walk and a fielder's choice filled the
Frederick H. Cates, enlisted. 56th known; where you get more out of versus the Amoco
bags. Spofford practically pitched
Pioneer Infantry.
^4.
’39 Chevrolet Coupe
your dues than any other organizaThere will be no game Thursday, himself out of this hole by fanning
James R Chisholm, ind. 303 Field tion in the world. The VF.W. is the 4th. The Snow-Texaco game the next two hitters, but a single.
’39 Mercury Coupe
Artillery.
I homer and double followed in quicx
organized to honor the dead by will be played at a later date,
’38 Plymouth Sedan
A list of Rockland's Overseas vet- helping the living. Join today and
I succession to score five runs and
’38 Chrysler Tudor
erans will appear in the next issue do your part t0 carry on thls flnp Perry's Markets 15. Elks 1#
salt the game for Vee Bee. Carl
JULY 1 - 6
Perry's
Market
continued
their
’37 Oldsmobile Sedan
Christofferson
picked
up
two
work among overseas veterans.
’37 Chevrolet Tudor
Post meets every first and third steady advance toward the first singles and a homer for a perfect
SEIDNER’S
| Fridays at 7.30 p. m. Join up now division by taking a free hitting evening at bat Merritt. Oowell and
’36 Oldsmobile Sedan
District
Commander
Andrew affair from the Elks Sunday 15 to Fiore also homered. The score:
’36 Chevrolet Tudor
MAYONNAISE
DERBY—Ant.
Boynton is calling a meeting for 10. It was Perry's fourth win of Van Baalen
’
35 Ford Coupe
District 6 the last of July. The ap- lheir last five games after Iosing
ab r bh po a
SANDWICH Spreads 2 CANS 194
8 GZ 15c
’35 Chrysler Sedan
5»23e
Rave, c
I pointment of a new adjutant and l^cir flrst ,our Barnes of the sea- i
JAR
the election of a quartermaster will so^’ and p’*aced them at the top of Fiore, if .........
’34 Pontiac Tudor
ANGLO
WASH AND POLISH
be in order.
|:he second division. Clyde Mosher R Oray „ .....
’33 Chevrolet Coach
CORNED BEEF
7an 19
For the Holiday
The next regular meeting will be inade hls debut as a pitcher and -r jjurgita, 3b
Cars Called For and Delivered
PICK-UP
TRUCKS
hits, but he i \jazzco c(
R AND R
on July 5th. 7.30 p. m. All mem held the Elks to e*
GENERAL KNOX
Prompt, Guaranteed Service
kept them in the ball game by V. Raye, r _____ 3
’38 Ford V2 Ton
bers
are
asked
to
attend.
More
Prices Right
SALAD DRESSING 2 J8ARS 19
’37 Chevrolet % Ton
important business on Fifth column handing out seven passes. He re- Lombardo, rf
CHICKEN
CHAPMAN’S
movements, and enlistment in the celved plenty of backing however' Tibbetts, 2b
'36 Ford V2 Ton
GENERAL KNOX
ESSO STATION
service of the U. S. Army. Navy and as hU team P°ur‘ded out 14 hits. B Murglta M
BONELESS
CAN 43c
(Two to Choose From)
8 OZ
WALTER BUTLER SQUARE
six
of
them
doubles
to
give
him
1
j
ameson
ib
2
RELISH SPREAD
JARS
Marine Corp, Every member has
7 0
STATION
WAGONS
ROUTE 1 ROCKLAND TEL. 737
plenty of leeway. Tate Connon
work to do.
’39 Ford
led this attack with three doubles. |
30 10 8 21 7 3
the first of which cleared the sec- xfxaro
'38 Ford
THE SANDWICH SPREAD OF THE NATION
Small Can
Mad Can
I qa Can
ond building. Howe Glover also ’
’
37
Chevrolet
ab r bh po a
★
UNDERWOOD
DEVILED
HAM
9c
14c
23c
kept up his hitting with three for 1 Sfavev 3b
’37 Ford
four. The score:
' Merritt, c ......
MANY OTHERS
Elks
ZAREX FRUIT SYRUPS An). Flavon
1 Hodgkins, r
PINT 2I<
ab r blj po a e Spofford, p, cf
Felt. 2b
SEIDNER’S
0' Gowell, lb
LGE
ShephPrd. cf
1 j Mank. cf, p
MARSHMALLOW SPREAD
JAR |>C
Stevens, 3b
1 McLeod, ss ...
H. Glover, c ..
Chaples, lb .
STUFFED
Jenkins, ss
Sleeper, rf ....
OLIVES
JARS 19c
Cole, r .........

Educational Club

JulyFire Safety

GETTING ALONG IN YEARS

The Courier-Gazette

Invigorating!

SALADS
ICED TEA

SOFTBALL

&

LEAGUE

GOOD
USED
CARS

■

»ii«iir

for the HOLIDAY
and LONG WEEK-END

19c

T
major assavu

PREPARE FOR A

» 111

GARDEN PESTS

Don't let bugs get the best of your garden! Eliminate them
now with the aid of our Sure-Fire Insecticides that are prepared
to Kill off Garden Pests without hurting plants. There's an ef
fective exterminator for every type of insect . . . our clerks can
tell you what's best for your needs. Come in today and talk it over.

Pruning

Shears

ECONOMY

Roes, if ........
Marshall, p .

36 10 8 18 8 5

for HOTdays

Beat the beetles to it anil an

noy the grubs to death with
these sure-fire Insecticides.

Hedge
Arsenate of Lead,

Shears

4 lbs 59c

89c

1 lb 25c

Rotenone,

1 lb 45c

Sulrote,

Grass
Shears

49c

Garden

Pyrote,

1 oz bot 35c

35c

Blackleaf 40,

Tesi&onaQ
FINANCE CO.
I—

2nd. Floor, Kresce
Bids.. Km. 201. 241
Water Street, Au
gusta, Maine. Tel.
11U.

Cuo/onl.^ br GOOD HOUSfKCEPINO
i, adv«rt.Md r(i»f.in
79 81 83

SPRAYER

NOTICE!

lk=

Gloves
10c pair

39c

MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO.
441 MAIN ST.

#
Get a loan in cold cash—
$ $25 to $250 or more.
.
It’s simple.
,U1 you need
Jj is the ability to make convenientmonthly
payments.
Write in or phone today*.
Charges 3% on Unpaid Month•J Iv balance up to $150
Monthly on Balance above.'
\ Small Loan Statute License 1
j FOi A ZVrxmnf loan see THE

ROCKLAND

TEL. 268

In accordance with Governor
Barrows' proclamation of June 14.
1910, calling for registration of all
aliens in the State, we. the under
signed request that all such aliens
living in Rockland, appear at the
Assessors’ office at once for regis
tration,
(Signed)
A. J. Bird.
Willis L Ayer,
Tyler M. Coombs,
tto.iid of Assessors.

SUMMER SLACKS

LEGHORNS AND GENUINE
BYN'f ORS
WATERPROOF
SPECIAL VAI..

SMART PATTERNS
SANFORIZED

1.17 97c, 1.17, 1.67

WORK SHIRTS
AND PANTS TO MATCH
GREEN COVERT
SANFORIZED
Heavy Pockets
BOTH FOR—

WHITE FLANNEL

SLACKS
SANFORIZED
( ORREUTLY
SIZED

1.97

Swimming Trunks

97c

Full Cut—Correctly Sized
All Strain Points Riveted
FAMOUS
WESTERN STYLE
YOKE BACK

49c

19c

Awl. Kindi

J

8 OZ
JARS

19c

VALLEY

PICKLES

2’a°£23c

QTS23<

Sweet Mixed

KOOL-AID

Dpi Mi
Ml«
A««t

2 pKGS 9<

JEIDNER-S
8 OZ
JAR
1» O
CAN

HORMEL'S SPICED HAM

RED SALMON

TALL
CAN

Fancy Betl

I5c
25c
25c

SPORT SHIRTS
TAN, BLUE. GREEN
ALSO MIXTURES
57c
SANFORIZED
Others for 87c, 97c

BOYS’

DUNGAREES

19c

PICKLES

SANDWICH SPREAD

MEN'S

100 PERCENT
WORSTED
OR ELASTIC

6 OZ
JARS

5 OZ
JARS

,

VALLEY

MUSTARD

STRAW HATS

MARASCHINO

CHERRIES

FRENCH’S (SKT)

COLD CASH

INSECTICIDES

1C

ENGLISH STYLE BISCUITS
13 VARIETIES..1

ROCKLAND, ME.

435 MAIN ST.,

(Opposite Perry’s Market)

'7,

49c

CLOTHES
SHOP

CLICQUOT CLUB

GINGERALE
2 B§k 25c

T 17c
2 p>
BOTS

SLACK SUITS

(Contents only)

SPLENDID

PEAS

Sweet—Tender

NO !
CAN

15c

PKGS

I7<

GEM

PAPER CUPS

2

FOR MEN
SEE THESE VALUES

1.97 - 2.97

P AND

G SOAP

CHIPSO

MATCHED SHIRTS AND PANTS
GREEN AND TAUPE. HERRINGBONE WEAVE.
SANFORIZED—TRUE WORK CLOTHES VALUE.
BOTH FOR—

WHITE

FLAKES or GRANULES

BARS

15'

LGE
PKG

21.

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

MAIL ORDERS FILLED—WE PAY POSTAGE
77.V79

Every-Other-Day

Page Thre^

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 2, 1940

Wheelbarrows In use during the
The Public Library will be closed.
construction of the new service sta Thursday, Independence Day.
tion at the corner of Main street
and Talbot avenue do not disturb
the morning slumbers of the
neighbors. The dirt-can-iers have
A carload of stoker coal destined
At Achorn cemetery this after rubber tires and are ball bearing.
to warn the occupants of the Court
Basil Wmchcnbaugh, proprie
noon upon arrival of the train,
tor
of
the
filling
sta
July 4 Ruseell Bros, three-ring clr- H°,Uie and Jail arrlved
committal services will be held
cus.
and was transferred to its winter
tion at the corner of Sherer’s lane
An exceedingly important meet
Rockland, Me.
for Mary Harrington who died in
PiX^fctt'.^lquarters, The jail has an even
and Old Countyroad was last night .
„
ing of Knox County Chapter,
Tonight
Runs
batted'ln,
LaCrosse
1,
Billgrantfd
JX?rmi
,
sJon
t0
store
gas0
.
!
Boston
Sunday.
The
deceased
was
picnic w^~nMinniTM?iel1(31Utoldozen Summer residents.
American Red Cross, will be held
Last Two Nights For the Season
ings 1. Two-base hits, Karl. Bill- llnc
| a daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. at 7.30 tonight at Community
Rockland at Rockport.
M0>.
July IS—Friendship Sunshine So
• • • •
ings, French 1. Three-base hit, I
' William H. Harrington of this city.
Wednesday, Saturday
THE HOLIDAY ISSUE
ciety's fair at Mrs Lash's lawn; If
Building. Every citizen of Knox
stormy next pleasant day.
Because of Independence Day
The Rockland Pirates leave French. Base on balls, off French
July 17—Owls Head Orange fair at
The main entrance to the Court
Celebrate the Fourth with a de- County is urged to attend for the
the issue of The Courier-Oazette Rockland at 6 a. m. Thursday 7, off Loring 5. Struck out by
This Week
Town hall
House is now easier of access Hcious dinner of fresh salmon and matter to be discussed is of coun
usually published on Thursday
July 18—Waldoboro- Woman's Club
79-lt
French
8.
by
Loring
12.
morning
for
Vinalhaven
where
they
festival at High School auditorium
will appear Wednesday afternoon
thanks to the skilled work of Fred green peas at Wan-e-set Inn, Ten tywide importance.
July 18-19 — Thomaston — American
Instead. Advertisers, correspond will play two games with the
1 Dean, who lowered the granite sill ants Harbor, where quality is asLegion fair
ents and occasional contributors Chiefs. Ellis and French will hull
July 24 Rockport — Baptist Ladles'
Committal services for the late ,o the proper elevation. The trick surred and prices reasonable. Tel.
Circle Fair on Church lawn
are asked to please bear this in for Rockland and it is expected Mary Harrington, who died Svn
July 30 Lawn party of St. Bern
was done with a pean hammer, the Tenants Harbor, 27.—adv.*
mind, ,and present their offerings
ards Parish
that Brown and Middleton will day in Boston, will be held this use of which comes second nature
early.
July 31—Thomaston—Annual concert
of Baptist Choral Society
"chuck 'em" for Vinalhaven.
afternoon at Achorn cemetery upon to your granite cutter.
Aug. 5—Union — Eastern Star field
arrival in Rockland of the train ;
_____
day
i Fred L. Simmons, Mr. and Mrs
Aug 7-16—Rockport—Regatta-Sports- _
.
.
,
In one of the finest games that j from Boston. Rev. Fr. E. O Ken- I The Hill Crest riders went Sun
men's Show
Eugene Lamb, and Mr and Mrs
ThVire^^Wa^tThall*1 Summer James MacLaughlin visited Robert has been P1®*®* at Community, yon will officiate.
day over the dirt road to the Ralph
Aug 14-Martinsville—Ladles circle Simmons of Ea.st Warren at the ^ar^
some time, the nine Red |
---L. Wiggin farm in Warren where a
PORT CLYDE, ME.
falAu»t
hHead—Church fair at Sisters Hospital in Waterville Sun-!Ates of
Town squeezed out a. Motor cars owned and operated steak fry was greatly enjoyed. As
library
day. They report his candition as 3-2 win over the Rcckland Pirate.-, by Dr. Donald Leigh cf Rockland they wound along the Oyster RiveT
Lobster, Fried Clams and
Aug 15—Warren—Concert at Baptist
Church
improving. His loneliness would i Sunday afternoon. The Aces start- and Carl Lewis of Damariscotta Road, their bright hued shirts and
Aug 20-23—Union Fair.
Sirloin Steak
Aug. 26 Three Quarter Century Club be cheered by the receipt of mes ed things off in the first inninj were in collision at Union and Park blouses lending color, one was re
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
when they put together three bases streets yesterday to the great det- minded of trail riders in the movies
sages from Knox County friends.
Will be Open All Night
Aug. 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
on balls and an infield out to sc jrc riment of the former. Its frame shown in technicolor. The social
Aug 31-Sept 3—Blue Hill fair.
Before the Fourth
Will Rockland have a Commun cne run. The Pirates tied it up in was sprung and left mud guard and plans of the afternoon, arranged by
TEL. 8002-4
Vernon Giles and Austin Phil- ity Chest drive this Summer? That the fourth when Foote singled and bumper damage. The Damariscot- the host and hostess, made the
79*lt
brook were appointed special po is the all important question to be went to second on an infield out ta man is said by the police to party loath to leave his hospitable
licemen last night by Mayor Veazie. decided at an adjourned meeting and come home on LaCrosse's in- have made a left turn on a red couple and their attractive Sumlight.
mer home. In the group were Betty
of the Association July 11, The field hit.
Free watermelons are the attrac
There was no more scoring until i .
------------------O'Brien, Carol Hall, Madeline Munattendance at the annual meeting
tion "the night before the Fourth" I
did not warrant taking up a mat the sixth when Old Town made two j Have your car washed and ro> Marion Ginn, Mrs. Mary Olidat K. P. hall, where a bingo party
ter of that importance at the time, more runs on two hits and an polished, guaranteed job, with no den, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nelson,
We are ready to supply your needs with choice
will be held.
and it was decided to await‘a more error. In the last half of the ninth trouble at all. Just phone 737 Barbara Batchelder and Edward
young
SPRING LAMB. See our display of Lamb
Eino Lofman of Rockville was favorable opportunity. The secre Rockland scored its second run o* Chapman's Esso Station crew will Gross. Mr. and Mrs. Walter ConLegs, Chops and Fores—
the
game
when
French
tripled
and
I
ca
ji
f
or
your
car
and
return
it
shinnon
a
nd
son
Russell
Joined
the
tary,
Mrs.
Lenore
Benner
Savage
is
found guilty in Municipal Court
scored on a wild pitch. Billings
ir^
new. Low cost, prompt. P®rty at the farm.
yesterday of driving under the in notifying the members by mail.
next man up, doubled, 'went to
efficient serice. Phone 737.
•
------------------fluence of liquor, and was fined
-----------------Absolutely the best strawberries;
$100 and costs. He appealed. Alan
A" '^rested lr> taking the Red third on another wild pitch and!
Awnings, large or small, hammock obtainable go intoE.&M.'sdelicious
L. Bird appeared for the res- 01055 Ufe-savlng course will meet at when Foote flied out Billings tried
pondent
the Dunn & Elliot wharf, Thomas- to score, but was thrown out at
tops, chair backs and seats, boat strawberry ice cream."Fresh from i
_____
ton Wednesday night at 7.30. Any the plate by Mitchell, ‘McNeally covers. All sorts of canvas work the garden, only hours from vines
Tomorrow's meeting cf the Rock- swimmer is eligible to take this grounded out to end the game.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W., to the cream" is the story every
Dick French pitched a fine game ! i6 willow St.
73-tf day of the season.
79-81
land Lions Club marks a new era course, which is free, and those who
in that service club's career as the ■ pass the tests receive Red Cross for Rockland, allowing only four
hits and striking out eight, but
new officers will be in their chairs. Life Saving Certificates.
poor control cost him the ball game.
The new King Lion is Robert Greg
BORN
Chisholm made a fine running
ory, son of A. W. Gregory, who
Cook—At Knox Hospital, June 29. to catch in the field and Billings cov
held the same position not long Mr.
and Mrs. Hazen Cook (Dorothy
ered a lot of territory at short.
ago. The boys should turn out in Wallace), a son.
STRICTLY FRESH
Loring of Old Town scattered
force to help make his debut a
MARRIED
GOOD
nine
Rockland
hits
and
struck
out
success.
Fitrhetl-Moore At Tenants Harbor.
CUTS
lb.
June 29. George R Fitchett of Pough 12 Rockland batters for his victory.
N. Y and Charlene Moore of
It was a great.
Friday night keepsie.
•
It's a cinch you won't go to
Albany. N Y —By Rev Newell R Old Town
when the RarklfM and Witham Smith
Europe this year ... so while
ab r bh po a
Also PENOBSCOT RIVER SALMON
team placed Camden Woolen Mills. ^^r?Mon™_rt souT^o^m N. Sapiel. rf ...... 4 i
you're seeing America first, why
The score was 10-2. It was the ten and Priscilla McCaslln of Rock Lcla, ss ........
not do it In America’s first vaca
3
land by Rev Willard Foote
second league game the Rackliff
FRESH NATIVE GREEN
Dailey-Horton—At Camden, June 29 Mitchell, lb
tion clothes?
4
and Witham team played this sea John Franklin Dailey and Miss Fran L. Francis, c .
4
1 10
ces L Horton, both of Camden -Rev
Y’ou’U find everything here at
son, and won beth. Wednesday Weston P Holman,
P Francis, If
5
Thompson-Frazier -At Camden. June
I LnO
LOCAL FARMS
416
Main Street to take you from
when it played South Thomaston
2
29 Wallace M Thompson of Camden Baier, 3b ......
one end of your two weeks to the
the score was 8-iJ. The team is and Carlene Frazier of West Gardiner J. Sapiel. 2b .
>
Fresh Daily Pickings Await Your Approval
other.
locking for other •pponents. The —by Rev Weston P Holman
4
Crone-Ordway—At South Paris. June Neptune, cf .
Order Early—Lowest Possible Prices
c-’otaln, Elliott Gamage, say; his 30 Alton H Crone of Camden and Miss Loring, P.........
4
Hester M Ordway of South Paris—by
ta. m is ready for all-ccmcrs.
Rev. M. Oerry Plummer
31
Men’s Swim Trunks
4 27 10
MACHINE
I---------- --------Rockland
DIED
$1.00 to $2.95
SLICED
Beano I.OOF. hall Wednesday
ab r bh no
At Rockland. June 30, Lotta
at 2 p. m. Fresh salmon dinners.— F Skinner
Skinner, axed 71 years, 3 months, 9
Men’s Tropical Suits
OR
adv.
79’lt lavs Funeral Wednesday. 11 a. m at Billings, ss .......... 5 0 13
Russell funeral home, Dr John Smith 1 Foote. C
1
2
5
MINCED HAM
$20.00
Lowe will officiate.
Interment In,
Achorn cemetery
| Flanagan, 3b
Lynrh At Warren. June 29. William I LaCrosse, lb
1 11
Thin Slacks
J L
days Mass Monday morning at Davis Collomore, 2b
1 2
$2.00 to $6.50
funeral chapel. Thomaston.
Burial
Karl, cf ..........
In Hudson. Mass
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITV
l.ane—At Wlllardham, July 1. Emma Annls, If .............. l
TEL. WALDOBORO KM)
Luggage
T widow of Charles E Lane, aged 82
years. 3 months. 18 days
Funeral R. Ellis, If ........ 2
from $2.50 to $25.00
SHOW TIMES
Wednesday at 3 o'clock from the resi Chisholm, rf
... 4
MatineesDuly
_
al 230
dence
Sunday
lavs wt 3
McNeally,
3b
.....
3
Guilford
—
At
Vinalhaven,
June
28.
Men’s Ensembles
Ewfcings at 7 & 9
Florence, wife of Arthur Guilford. French, p ............ 4
Funeral Tuesday from Headley par
$3.00 to $10.00
TUES.-WED.. JULY- 2-3
lors.
35
9 27 11

TALK OF THE TOWN

Maine's Coca Cola colony had an
outing at Rangcley Sunday. Man
ager Taylor and his aides de camp
were participants.

At the Lions Club meeting tomorrow Almon B. Cooper will be the
speaker, his subject ‘ Flood and
Erosion Control in the Middle
West."

GREAT BALL GAME SUNDAY

Red Aces of Old Town Outdistance Our
Pirates By a Single Score

!

One of North Haven’s oldest and
best known summer residents
Lewis Herzog arrived at the weekend and went directly to his estate
at Crabtree's Point.

ROLLER SKATING

Ocean View Rink

GARDNER’S
LOBSTER GRILL

THE PERRY MARKETS

LAMB for the 4th

LAMB
LAMB
LAMB
LAMB

See America first in

this new, modern

FOR COTTAGE,
PORCH, TERRACE

LEGS
FORES
CHOPS
RIBS

Ib 25/
Ib 15/
Ib 29/-39Z
Ib8/

FANCY NATIVE FOWL
FANCY NATIVE BROILERS

vacation clothing.

29c

SALMON

PFAQ FROM

THURS.-FRI., JULY 4-5
We’ are privileged to present a
special Holiday attraction pro
duced by Alexander Korda.
“OVER THE MOON”
filmed entirely in Technicolor
starring
REX HARRISON
URSULA JEANS
MERLE OBERON

lb 39c

FRANKFORTS

2 lbs 29c

SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT, 12 oz tin 19c

WALDO THEATRE

ALICE FAYE. HENRY FONDA
EDWARD ARNOLD
WARREN WILLIAM
in
“LILLIAN RUSSELL”

BOILED HAM,

Levensaler At Waldoboro, June 30,
Leonora A , wife of Lewis Levensaler,
age 65 years. 6 months. 24 days. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
residence Interment In rural cemetery.
Hyler—Ontario. Calif. June 24. Frank
E Hyler. formerly of North Cushing.
Age 82 years Burial In California.
Riley -At Somerville. Mass . June 30.
Edward H. Riley, formerly of 6t.
George, age 56 years. Funeral Wed
nesday at 1 o'clock from Wiley's Cor
ner Baptist Church. St George
Harrington - Boston. June 30. Miss
Mary Harrington, formerly of Rock
land
Committal services this after
noon at Achorn Cemetery, upon ar
rival of the train from Boston

Celebrate the night before the
Fourth at the K. P hall bingo
party. Get fret watermelons—adv.
78* lt

READ ALL THE NEWS
THEN READ ALL THE ADS

Boys’ Ensembles

“THE BUY OF THE SEASON”
Sturdy, broad topped table—two
strong comfortable benches, only—

-«.n &

$2.00 to $4.00

QC
kpO.c/tJ

Men’s Sport Coats

An unparalleled practical value for summer use,
this set is unfinished but ready for any gay color

$10.00
Ladies’ Jantzen Swim

you choose to give it.
Telephone us, 980, and reserve one of these today,
for the supply is necessarily limited at this price.

Ambulance Service

•

Suits

At Reduced Prices

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

GREGORY’S

“Everything for the Home, Cottage, Country’

t CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. $62
ROCKLAND, ME.

315-325 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 294

TEL. 980

41$ MAIN 8T., ROCKLAND. ME.

M-tf

DANCE
At GLEN COVE

WEDNESDAY

SALAD DRESSING.. .. .. .. .. .. . qt jar 25c
R.&R. CHICKEN.. .... .. .. .. . 12 oz tin 39c
MOXIE, contents.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lge bots 25c
WAX PAPER, D£ZD
200 ft roll 23c
GRAPE JUICE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . qt bot 25c
COFFEE,
Tracer
3 lb bag 39c
MUSTARD .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. qt jar 10c
LIBBY’S CORNED BEEF .. 12oztin 21c
Libby’s Corned Beef Hash,
2 tins 35c
FAME PEAS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 29c
RED SALMON, Q!2 tins 45c
SARDINES, w EXKk.
tin 10c
PEANUT BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb jar 25c
PAPER NAPKINS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg 5c
PEAS, 1940 pack.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 25c
COMBINATION SALE

The Night Before the 4th

Hal’s Rhythmaires
DANCING 9 00 TO 1.00
Admission 25c and 35c, plus lax

e

1 tall tin RED SALMON
2 cans PEAS 1940 pack

a

ALL FOR

Seaplane Service

IW1J

ROCKLAND, VINAIJIAVEN,
NORTH HAVEN
Leave Daily Except Sunday
Standard Time
Rockland.
8. A. M, 2.15 P. M.
Vinalhaven, 8.15 AM, 2.30 P. M.
North Haven, 8.25 A. M., 2.40 P. M.
$2.00 EACH WAY

actorZS

ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338
85-tf

-

Arrives

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
190. 781-1 or 781-U
119-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MR

Ml

119-tf

FASTEST SCHEDULE IN HISTORY •
'
(by connection at Brunswick)
SOUTHBOUND
(Daylight Saving Timel
NORTHBOUND
leaves
Arrives
Arrives
Arrives

BURPEE’S

k

tof and
4X8&A in daidiakt}
Rockland ..................
New York
Philadelphia
Baltimore
Washing! in

8.10 A M
7 12 PM,
8 55 P.M.
10.21P M
11.05 P.M.

Leaves
leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Arrives

Washington
Baltimore
Philadelphia
New York
Rockland

8.00 A M.
8.10 A M
10 10 A M.
11 50 A M
9.40 P M.

Week days only—Ask Agent about Sunday connections
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

ALL THIS FOR ONLY 2fAMiiE

■

37/

HEAVY, LUSCIOUS RIPE

Thr* Posit
p***WoII rerJ,
4a

ng <h*ir

rondltion,d ..

a' ,h<' wind i,

|riOu*'>«ut <roo.

Gr“‘^lwh
Wea? re

n,,med
higl.es.

-..x;w'-

ir ******

•

,,Ostesses.

Fu" '"’Cih
‘Uble/‘h n“rror,

n<* F»nlty
,A0<' ’na"F ot)

ASK YOUR RAILROAD AGENT ABOUT THE NEW TRAVEL SENSATION OF THE YEAR

WATERMELONS
Make the Fourth Complete by
Cutting a Large Watermelon.

WEST ROCKPORT
Misses Dorothy Keller, Carolyn
Andrews and Daniel Andrews at
tended the 4-H Club camp at
Orono the past week, returning
home Sunday. Miss Hazel Parker
accompanied by Mrs. Gladys Kel
ler, club leader and Miss Arlene
Keller furnished transportation.
. Sidney Andrews and Freddie
Collins attended the Ballard Busi
ness School house-party at Bremen
recently.
Miss Alice Lunden Is home from
Massachusetts for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Crockett en
tertained friends from Milo over
the weekend.
Mrs. J. F. Heal, Mrs. Emma
Leach, Mrs. M. J. Oxton and Mrs.
R. J. Heald attended picnic of the
Camden W.C.T.U. at the Norton
Pond cottage of Mrs. Charles
Rhodes.
William Rokes recently visited
relatives in Vinalhaven lor a day.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kontio have
returned from a trip to New York.
Viola Plowman of Scarboro is
with her aunt Mrs. Fred Collins
for several weeks.
Among those from this village at
tending Vacation Bible School at
Rockport are: Nancy and Elsie
Andrews, Keith and Louise Allen,
Charlene Heald, Lois May, Neil
and Roy Colburn, Viola Starr, Ha
ztl Nutt, Barbara Merrifield, May
nard Tolman, Vera and Oscar
Greenrose, Mary Tolman, Gladys
Parker, Dorothy Bryant, Henry
Kontio Jr. and Mrs. Grace Colburn
Is hostess and secretary.
The Singing-Sewing 4-H Club
held a chicken supper Friday at
the home of the leader Mrs. Henry
Keller. The menu consisted of
chicken, potatoes with gravy
dumplings and carrots, coffee, milk
and tapioca banana pudding. A
business meeting followed. Riding
the pony and romping about the
farm furnished diversion for the
group.

Every-Other-Day
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Till WELFARE BOARD

WALDOBORO
^IRS. LOUISE MILLER
Coirespondent

George Leadbettcr’s Successor
Hopes To Cut Down Depart
ment’s Expense

Dedication Echoes
Correspondent Finds
Everybody Pleased Wth
Bridge Celebration

WARREN
ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent

Roving Reporter
(Continued from Page One)

made a lively and entertaining,
picture, but I harked back a few I
years to the time when the flood
conditions caused grave fears for
the safety of the bridge. In the
suburbs of Lewiston is a place s
called "Six Corners Station," deriv
ing its name evidently from a
complexity of highways.
But It
had little on our own Walter But
ler Square in that respect.

SENTEIbCRANES

Joel Ernest, Maine’s new Health
and
Welfare Commissioner, has ta
Some one made the suggestion
Tel 46
Tel. 27
ken first steps toward reorganization that the printed program of the
The Men's Forum plans an out
Clyde Sukeforth of Montreal has of the Welfare Division’s admlni- dedication exercises, would be fine
,
. _ for framing, complete with picture, ing for members and families at
been spending a few days at his strative personnel, since
assuming ,
.....
, . , ..
,
. the program, and a few facts about Crockett Beach the Fourth, with
home here.
his duties several months ago to i
' ,
„
„
the bridge. If preserved, it would a clam bake, and sports in pros
Oleogo Boissonneault of Vermont succeed George W Leadbetter.
,
.
...
,
, .. .
. settle many an argument, no doubt. pect The group will leave the Bap
'
°
Is guest of Mrs. Mabel Mank over Leadbetter was named director of
„ which might rear its head in the tist Church at 10 o’clock Thursday,
the Division of Institutional Service.
the holiday.
1 future
transportation In charge of Leland A Camouflaged Statesman
Earnest
said
his
primary
purpose
j
....
Mrs. Carrie Perry, Mrs. Celia
Peabody; the clam bake in charge
was to 1
And in Lewiston they sell "Swed- j
Gross, Mrs. Harriet Holden and ..In effecting reorganization
„ ...
i „„
It was very pleasing to the coni- of Herbert Kenniston; the sports
•
avoid
duplication
of
effort
and
ex'
.
,
,
,
,
lsh Hamburgers.’’ A hot dog by 1
Miss Rachel Orff are attending
.
v,i ..
mittee to have such helpful co- arranged by Michael Halligan. It
any other name would taste as ■ j
Summer classes at Gorham Normal pense wherever possible, adding
preliminary steps had been taken. W1™ trom Warren citizens. stormy Thursday, the Forum will sweet—paraphrasing the little sen
School.
gather at Ooodwill Grange hall.
’•with the idea of getting central uni. I
“ 8r°UP,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger fication in our public assistance pro- un<^er the„<Urec*’" °, Oscar * South WarTen, for a Jolly time, tence about roses.
We rang the doorbell at ex-Conhave arrived from Philadelphia
July Cleanup of
„
TStarrett, fire chief, flushed the with an Indoor program.
gram.
gressman Donald B. Partridge's j
and are at their Main street home.
The major move made by Earnest » surface
‘"ornin«
Members of the Gamma Beta residence in Norway and were *
Spring Dresses
Miss Marilyn Lowell of Sanford was to transfer the Old Age Assist- *'iUl
Pamper It might be well Boys Club and their counselor, hardly prepared for the apparition ! j
Is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. ance Division, under the Welfare
this occasionally during the Chester Wyllle, enjoyed a camp
which responded to it. A partly ' >
only 65 in the lot
John Lovell this week.
Department’s supervision, into the Summer months, as sand and ing outing Friday night at Georges
dressed man who wielded a razor In •
Mrs. Abbie Flynn, Miss Kather Social Welfare Bureau, with Norman ITefuse gatl»«- J1’**™-*
Lake, Liberty.
one hand, and whose features were
ine Duane and Mrs. Nellie Tuck W. MacDonald replacing Harry E.
Prints and Plains
The Woman's Club will postpone well camouflaged with shaving
Misses' and Women’s
of Quincy are guests of Mrs. James Henderson, assistance director for The lodges, business houses.
its meeting from Thursday to Fri soap. It was Don; himself, re
Values to $7 96
schools, the mill and the garage
A. Duane.
Mil
some time.
day night this week. Mrs. Ellis sponding cheerily to our saluta
were most kind to put out their
Herbert Hatch left Sunday for
Spear Jr., will give a patriotic tion. The former statesman is
South Carolina. He is now a mem accompanied home by their daugh-! fla«s for
occttslon' as “J some address, on -‘Love of Country."
now a member of the Industrial
ber of the regular army.
ters. Mary and Nancy who had
Wt. a bit of trouble was
Final Markdown on Spring Coats and Suits
Girl and Boy Sco f. Troops will Accident Commission and gets to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark and been visiting their grandmother, il"olvedlead in the flag salute, and sing Rockland geml-occaslonally, but'
Leon Benner have been spending Mrs. William T. Spear
The wooden bases used for the "God Bless America" Hostesses not often enough to suit his
a few days in Laconia, N. H
Miss Josephine Lyons who has
will be Mrs. Phillip Simmons and friends.
Miss Annie O. Welt, Miss Anne been spending some time at the flags on the bridge posts were got
Mrs Frank Rowe
A journey of 3 hours and 10
..
,
,
out by Bryan Robinson, mechanic
Welt and Mrs. Mabel Mank have .home of, Mrs.
James A Duane has
'
.
. ,,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Henry
Caldrice
minutes
took us across the New
at
the
Georges
River
Mills,
and
returned from Portland where they returned to Portsmouth. N H.
Practical Lisle Weight
were a particularly nice Job. It have returned from a recent visit Hampshire line, and we lost no'
spent several days.
Miss Priscilla Ludwig of Liberty
Save Your Stockings.
, . .
. o. „n„,. „r has been pointed out that if paint- with relatives in Lawrence. Mass time in turning In on Route 16 for
Mrs. Keith Davis has returned was overnight
C
guest Sunday of j
__
Save Your Shoes.
ed, they might be used again if oc They were accompanied by Mrs the eight mile run to the entrance;
froir a visit In Manchester, Conn. Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter
Save
Your
Feel,
casion arose that tile bridge would Bryan Robinson who was guest ot ot the Mt Washington auto trail
Howard A. Marple of St. Louts.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau
Buy Them In Your Stocking Size
Is spending the week with his and Mrs. Maude Welt visited Sun be decorated, as for Memorial Day relatives in Boston and vicinity for As we sped along we remarked the ,
piles of timber stored along the
or other patriotic holidays. Any- a few days.
mother, Mrs. Helen Marple
day in Augusta
■ way the blocks were saved and can
Mrs. Everett Munsey of Rock highway as the result of the sal- j
Miss Shirley Burns. R N„ of
Lincoln-Sagahadoc Council, A. L.
land entertained at a recent lunch vaging operations which have been
Portland is caring for Lincoln met Sunday night, about 70 at < be used again.
eon at her Crescent Beach cottage, in progress since that memorable
Clouse who is ill.
tending. Speakers were Past State
It was gratifying to see in the complimenting Mrs. Lillian Boyce hurricane of a few years ago blew J__________________________________
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Hodgdon Commander Hector Staples oi
Guests down so many of New Hampshire's,
of Waterbury, Conn., are guests Rockland: Past State Commander large crowd that gathered for the of New Haven, Conn.
this week of his mother, Mrs Caro Leon Fortier of Waterville, and exercises, friends from over the were Mrs. Nettie Jameson, Mrs. forest monarchs The task of re- fo Everybody’s Column ♦
county, and of the neighboring Elizabeth Munsey, Mrs. Ethel Grif moving these dead trees Is a tre-,
line Hodgdon.
Judge Harold Hurley of Booth bay
Advertlaemente tn this eulumn no>
fin and daughters Alice and Martha mendous one. and bids fair to lastI to exceed three lines inserted once fot •
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest and son, Harbor. Refreshi-nts were served counties.
•
•
•
•
•
25
cents, three tunes for 50 cents Ad—
indefinitely.
of this town, and Mrs. Clarence
David, are visiting her parents in
An accident .curred early Sun
dltlonal lines flve cents each for one
A SUM of money found Owner can
The writer was particularly well Munsey of Rockland.
Hamilton, Mass.
time, 10 cents for three times. Five have
mnr bv proving and
day morning at the intersection of
,,
,
Our Adventure Begins
small words to a line
.........................
for advertisement
VAUOHN JOHNMrs. Newell Eugley was guest
. ,
, ..
.
satisfied with all printing by The
Mrs. Edward Connor and son, _
SON. Vinal haven.
78*80
Route 1 and the Union Road when
_
, ,
Reaching the toll house at the
Richard, of Winchester, Mass., are a 1940 Buick convertible coupe left Courier-Gazette, which newspaper Friday in Thomaston of Mrs. Abbie
end
of
the
8-mile
run
we
paid
our
Stetson and Miss Mildred Stetson.
guests of her sisters, Mrs. C. B the road, turned over and was bad...
«
New arrivals at the Crawford respects to the keeper—likewise the
, . _
j
__ __
, ,v,„ the affair a success, by printing
Stahl and Mrs. Stanley Poland.
ly damaged. The occupants of the ■
(Continued from Page Two)
♦
rather Impressive fee which is re
Lake
colony
are
Mrs
Isabel
Hayes,
and
Mrs. Herbert Maxey and son Ed car. two young men from Nova 'le
' prompt
this indicates that there must have
«
quired
before
one
passes
onto
the
tickets,
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
W.
Robert
Baker
ward have returned from Rockland Scotia were uninjured. The driver tllorou«h work on 6411
THIRTEEN young pigs for sale, good
been some great and good man by
gravel
highway
which
crawls
of Glenolden, Petina.
where the lattei was a patient sev- ,f [he car feU
at Uje
posters and programs,
size, good growing stock. 8 weeks old.
INVALID or semi Invalid wanted to
the name of Jeremiah connected in
SOUTAR Wlkv'f Corner St take care of Write or call In person.
Miss Allison Stackhouse, who "snake-like up the side of the high- i JAMES
eral weeks at Knox Hospital.
• . » .
George
"8*80
HAZEL HAVENER. R N Waldoboro.
some way with the early history of
Miss Anita Philbrook is visiting Mrs. Leonora A, Levensaler
1 The work of the Legion Patrol passed a fortnight's vacation at est mountain, east of the Missis79*81
nplet R F D. No 3
- ELECTRIC roaster for salt complete
Ireland.
i W|,h stand, practically new
Tin
Leonora A. Levensaler. 66 wife State Police and town constables her home returned Sunday to sippi River.
her brother, Edward Philbrook in
BOY of school
who would like
The material In the coronation
79*81 a good home and also good living conClouds were now obscuring the1 104S-M. io Jefferson St.______
Damariscotta.
of Lewis K. Levensaler, died Sun- ironed out the parking and traffic Pemaquid to resume her work at
... ..
.... .dltlons wanted by Waldoboro persons
chair used in England is of great
I.EHIOH
Valley
and
Blue
Coal.
11. to help wl.,, nght work on farm Write
sky
and
mists
were
gathering
Game Warden and Mrs. Arnold day morning at her home on problem, following their instruc- tlie home of Mrs Gordon Bowman
810
Pocohon'us. 89; Coke 811wood,_«10
B o w
rar(.
courier Gazette
antiquity, having a history that
Callers Friday at the home of heavily over the far distant sum- i Tel 62. Thomaston, j B PAULSEN [
Davis and children Betty and I Friendship street after an illness I tions to the letter.
77*79
n-'t
may connect it with Bible times, he
Mr. and Mrs Willard Boggs, and mit. The warmth of the day was j________________
...»
Arnold are spending a ten day va of 10 years duration.
_
...
. .. . .
,
,
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
explained. This chair was original
e : csll«i f'"* and delivered T J flbmcation with his parents in Jones
Mrs. Levensaler was born in Jef- j Take it all ln-all a good time was Mr. and Mrs. Parker McKellar gone, and 10 minutes after we had hi unkmTst1 to p
76-tf
•nrn 1Na 19 Birch st- Tel 21a'w
ly used in Ireland for the corona
boro.
ferson, daughter of Mr and Mrs enjoyed and it was made passible were Mr and Mrs Edward Costello started our upward journey, the I
tion of 54 Irish kings being later
we
chill
became
so
sharp
that
BUY
a
Kalamazoo,
the
Stove
of
of
Marlboro,
Mass.
Lee Sidelinger of Norton, Mass., George Day. She is survived by by everybody getting behind 'the
quality Wood, ooal, Phllgas and elec
carried to Scotland and used there
Mrs. Lillian Boyce of New Haven, closed the car windows.
has been guest- the past week of her husband and nine children; wheel to give the push,
tric combinations
Very easy payby 13 Scottish kings prior, to use
keeDer
had
said
that
'
ment plan
If interested send card
The
toll
Conn., was recent guest of Mrs.
his niece, Mrs. Lila Lovejoy and Marion. Mrs. Cecil Keene of Jef-|
• • • •
,
I and I will call H B KALER. Wash
by the English.
79*8i
his brother, Albee Sidelinger.
} ferson; Hazel, Mrs Porter a’ home; j The decorating committee and Elizabeth Munsey and Mrs Nettie the Journey to the top would oc-1 mgton.
Furthermore the Welsh language
cupy about an hour, but that the
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. MJller visited Harold of Staffordvillc. Conn.; other committees were helped Jameson.
LSED stoves and heaters. Drive 25 j HOUSE
_____
‘o let i»ll modern on Chestis said to bear striking resemblance
and save one-half
Home after. out st RUBEN3TEIN Tel 1285. An
Mrs. E. L. Shaw is visiting rela return would be made in 40 miles
Sunday in Portland. They were Evelyn, Mrs. Roy Phipps and Car- greatly by Lloyd Wellington, Gary
5pm
Sundays
and
holidays.
H
B
tique
Shop
75-tf
to the Hebrew, and the word Saxon
79*81
■ i lene at home; Velma, Mrs. Arthur Kenniston and Merrill Fiske in tives and friends in Marlboro, minutes. What actually happened KALER. Washington
SIX-ROOM, furnished apartment to
may have been derived from the
NEW and old hooked ru«s for sale, let for summer. Inquire 7 LAUREL
are necessary to pay for New Deal1 Scott, Alton, Arnold and Bryant, 'getting the flags up and later taken Mass. She also attended the cere was the exact reverse because the dishes
odd pieces furniture, antiques.
Sons of Isaac or Isaacsons or Saac79-81
waste and for neglected national I all of Waldoboro; and by one in. Others helped too. so only a monies at which her grandson. trip up—as far as the Half Way NfRS LUCY BLACK 10 SweetUund St . ST City
sons, he explained, as the I might
UNFURNISHED apartment to let; al
City
79*81
Wendall
Boggs
of
Marlboro.
Mass.,
House,
at
least
—
was
made
under
We shall revise the tax, brother, Dr. DeForest Day of Wis- few flags got a wetting, Many
so furnished -ingle rooms
Apply 22
have gradually been dropped. Thus defense
LARGE size Alaska refrigerator for SCHOOL ST
________________ 79*84
took the chevalier degree in DeMo- something like normal conditions: sale
systm and remove those practices casset.
hands made light work.
|10; two lawn mowers $6 TEL
the races from which the present
FIVE-roc.no ipirtmeot all new anj
the trip back (from the summit to 178-R. 55 Masonic st_____________ 79-81 modern,
lay.
Funeral services will be held at
to let at once Combination
English nation has sprung may which impede recovery and shall
the
Half
Wav
Hmiaei
was
made
in
STOVE
length
slahcord
wood
for cord
sa»e. electric range Oarage If desired TEL
Among
the
spry
older
citizens
to
tne
nan
way
House,
was
maae
m
,
fl
.
43
one
half
.
|55O
the
home
Wednesday
at
2
oclock.
It
was
a
matter
of
regret
to
omit
apply policies which stimulate en
980
or
<'84W________________ 79-81
have originated in the Holy Land.
LESTER SEAVEY. Tel 1085 J
Rev. O G Barnard officiating the impromptu dances on the walk across the new bridge Friday a dense fog over a road w’hich had del
THREE room furnished apartment to
79*81
City
As warned by the prophet Jere terprise. We shall not use the tax
— —Hawaiian
---- - ------——-——----- — let private flu-h. telephone 57 CRESing power as an instrument of pun Interment will be in Rural Ceme bridge which had been planned as night to attend the dedication ex been made exceedingly ilippery by II —-14-FT
surf board lor sale; CENT ST.. City.
79-tf
miah, some of the tribes were taken
tery.
a finale to the dedication exercises ercises were. Emily Hodgkins and a heavy rainfall which had failed [ Tom Blake model, designed from boards FURNISHED kitchenette epirttnent
ishment
or
to
secure
objeetves
not
into captivity because they had
used at Waikiki, used one season; com
C.
Scott
Coburn,
87,
and
Joseph
to
let.
83
50
week
Includes,
lights
and
to
obliterate
the
traces
of
the
but the shower was coming faster
plete new finish Must sell, 'make your
forsaken God. Taken as a whole, otherwise obtainable under existing
79-81 water V F STUDLEY 283 Main St.
Vinal who will be 90 in August
newly fallen snow. All along the offer TEL Thomaston 52 2
Over our hearts and into our lives j than some realized.
law.
Tel. 1154 .
78-tf
this nation is not a strictly religious
FLOWER trellises, bird houses gar
Shadows will sometimes fall;
j
...»
All interested in Red Cross Work route were barrels of water for use den
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St Tel
fencing for sale, big assortment or
nation, as there is much worldli PI'BLIC CREDIT
But the sunshine is never wholly
Exceptionally pleasing were all are invited to attend the meeting In car radiators and we were i built to vour order RAYL'S WOOD- 579-W MRS FLORA COLLILNS 79-tl
1
CRAFT
SHOP
14
Prescott
St
76*81
ness at the present time, so it is
MODERN tenements to le
Call at
With urgent need for adequate
dead,
the speakers on the program for tonight at 7.30 at the Rockland warned that the engine would heat,
76 81
HOME built
tractors
lor sale. C M BLAKE Wallpaper store
well to look out that the same thing defense, the people are burdened
Community Building.
And Heaven is shadow less over- the exercises.
but Bobs "Ponty" pursued its way TOWLES OARAGE Appleton. Me
MODERN apartment to let 6 rooms,
does not happen to us, he pointed by a direct and contingent debt
____________________________ 77279 furnished or unfurnished ftfst floor,
head,
I
—By Alena Starred.
with an even pulse, nt- ulng neither
PIGS and shoats for sale GLEASON garage, central location TEL 274 M
out.
exceding fifty
billion dollars.
71-tf
NORTH WARREN
And God is over all.
,
-----------------water nor time out for cooling.
HILL FARM Union. Tel 4-5
78-80 56 Tai hot Ave
Lieut. Harry Brown. In charge of Twenty-nine billions of this debt
FURNISHED
two room apartment
JERSEYS for sale. 1 fresh cow wish
-----------------I Keep your face always toward Forty Years Wedded
national defense for Knox County has been created by New Deal bor
calf; 2 bulls. 10 young heifers; mow with bath. 77 Park St.. TEL 330 70-tf
Climbing Heavenward
Buy Yourself rich—through clai- ’he sunshine and the shadows will
Friends and relatives of Mr. and
ing machine. 8 fork tedder
G L
UNFURNISHED apt. to let. 5 rooms
spoke of the work being done by rowings during the last seven years.
Climbing up the side of Mt. TOLMAN. West Meadow Road, city and bath. 810 month. Apply FOSS
silled offers.
i fall behind you.
Mrs. Charles W. Mank gave them
79-81 HOUSE. 77 Park_St.^____________ 72-tf
the American Legion and Service We pledge ourselves to conserve
a surprise party Thursday night Washington over a road which SIX-roam house for sale. bath, fur
FURNISHED apartments with bath to
Cluhs to promote Americanism. He the public credit for all essential
-------------seemed at times to have a 40 per nace. garage apace; large lot; central let V
F STU’t)LEY 77 Park St. Tel
location; good neighborhood; tenns 330 or 1154
cautioned the members not to be purposes by levying taxation suffi
'9-tf
cent grade, and which was more arranged. L A THURSTON. Tel 1159
AVAILABLX June 10. four-room fur
too ready to believe unfounded re cient to cover necessary civil ex
74-tf
crooked,
if
possible,
than
the
let

nished
apt
elec
refrigerator,
automa

were Mr. and Mrs Austin Kalloch,
"THE GHOST BREAKERS"
ports as persons engaged in un penditure, a substantial part of the
BOSTON terriers for sole
MRS tic heat and hot water
Tel 318-W.
ter 6. Is an experience one is like ROSE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Moody.
Mr
HUPPER. Tenants Harbor Tel MRS FRQST_________ 79-tf
patriotic activities would be the defense cost, and the interest and
72*80
and Mrs. Virgil Hills and daughter, ly never to forget, and if one Is 4-3.
ONE room apt with kitchen pantry,
Bob Hope goes Latin as lie
least likely to talk. According to retirement of the national debt —
rigged sailboat for sale or to to let; »lso 2 or 3-room apartments;
afflicted with that embarrassment letSLOOP
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alford
Wiley,
Mrs.
16 ft long by 7 ft 2 In beam Good all furnished Apply 11 JAMES ST
kisses the hand of his co-star,
the present laws free speech is per From the Republican National
condition Safe Less than two years
79 fif
Alma Jameson, Mrs. Margaret known as height dizziness or frayed old
Paulette Goddard, in Para
Apply LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14
mitted, but suspicious individuals Platform.
nerves he had better stay back on Gay St. City
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
71*100
Tolman,
William
Grade,
Mr.
and
mount's spine-tingling mys
are watched closely and if they
modern Apply at Camden and Rock
SAIL boat for sale, 18x6'. round land Water Co , TEL 634
Mrs. Herbert Hawes and family, terra firma. especially if the
79 tf
commit an act of violence or in NORTH HAVEN
tery-comedy — “The Ghost
bottom, center board, gatf-rlgged; new
weather conditions are adverse.
Mrs.
Lizzie
Hawes
of
Union
and
ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
cite a riot, action can then be taken.
Breakers."
69-tf
In addition to being crooked and 119 Summer St.. City.
Mrs. Emery Wooster and grand
Donald Mank.
The proper thing to do Is to re
DARK loam for sale. 82 load del in
daughter, Ellen Wooster who re
steep the winding highway is very Rockland
Ice
cream
and
cake
were
taken
and Thomaston For flowers
port any suspicious circumstance
lawns
WILLIAM ANDERSON
cently visited In Addison have re
by the guests. Gifts of a set of narrow. Cars can pass 'easily, we and
West Meadow Rd . Tel 1245 from 6 to
to the nearest Civic Committee.
turned home.
were
told,
but
there
are
many
9
a
m..
and
4
to
7 p m
75-80
twin electric lamps were received
At the present time he considers
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hodge, Mrs.
places where one car is a crowd and HARD wood P«r foot fitted^ SI 25 I COTTAGE for sale In Warren, furfrom
friends,
a
magazine
rack
from
it too late to send men to the aid
Sawed. SI 15. long, SI 05. M B & C O nished. price reasonable MRS DICK.
William Jewell and two grande
the family <tr.d « bath set from two are too many. Weather con PERRY. Tel 487
79-tf Tel 63-W.
72 tf
of the Allies. But there is need
children of Dixmont and Mr. and
ditions favored us in one respect
Mrs. Anrae Moody.
COTTAGE at Cooper*s Beach. Owls
for a large number of young men
all kinds of heaters. C E GROTTON Head for sile or to let In July and
Mrs. Leslie Campbell of Boston
Although Mr. Mank is in ill lor there was scarcely any traffic 138 Camden St . Tel 1091 W
79-tf August; Lights water, fireplace. TEL
to enlist for training as mechanics
Sunday. Going up we met just one BRACKS tested seeds for sale H H 178-R 55 Masonic St , City
were weekend visitors at the home
health,
he
and
Mrs.
Mink
feel
that
79-tf
and welders. In case some foreign
TWO small cottages to let at Hosmer
of Mr. and Mrs. James Tabbutt.
with a loving daughter and son car. but it was coming head on CRIECO., 238 Main St.. Rockland 79-tf
power has Ideas on coming over
D & H. hard coal. egg. stove nut Pond, Camd-n furnished, nice place
The guests were all relatives of Miss
to cheer them in their later years, through the mist, and I had just 814 per ton. del Household soft coal t0
ln bathing, two nice springs of
here, It Is well to be well armed as
88
ton. del Nut size New River soft,' water, milk, ice, bread, mall, fish
Tabbutt.
a kind son-in-law, three grand been peering fearfully over a notper
screened 89 ton del.; screened. 810 cart goes by the door; 8150 dav or
this alone might discourage them
Mrs. Margaret Smith, Mrs. Mary
children and a host of friends, life precipice, where objects a mile be ton del. Ask for swap for cash $8 00 week EDWIN A DEAN. Rock
Many nations south of us favor dic
79-81
tickets M B & C. O PERRY. 519 Malt land Tel. 671 J
can be beautiful.
Brown
and
Mrs.
Carrie
Frye
of
low looked strangely weird.
St , Tel 487
79-tf
tatorship, so may not be friendly
SMAI.I, new furnished cottage for
sale, auttable for couple, at MeguntlCamden
have
arrived
for
the
Sum

to our form of Government, he
A Chilly Reception
cook Lake Electric lights Will sacri
mer.
SOUTH HOPE
fice for Tilck sale TEL 77 Clrty 78'80
pointed out.
When
we
finally
reached
the
William
Sampson
who
has
been
QUIET and cool for Summer flve
1
Mrs.
Fred
Merrifield
and
son
An open forum was next In order.
room house io let. three bedrooms; on
small parking space on top of the
seriously ill shows a slight improve
Georges River. neHi Rockland
D M
Charles spent Thursday and Friday
Assistant Secretary
mountain I opened the door of the
DAVOL. Pleasant Point. Knox Co . Me
ment.
in Rockland as guests of Mre Clifton
___________________________
77*79
warm car. only to draw hastily
MAKE MONEY EASILY
$8 50 first
Leon Staples and family have ar
O’Neil.
JOBS AND IDLE MONEY
THREE room cottage to let at Crock
order. 15 boxes, exclusive copyrighted
back
Into
the
vehicle
to
supple

Christmas Cards. 9 other (boxes Free ett Be-ich. Ash Point, 10 minutes from
Several ifrom here have employ
Believing it possible to keep rived from Stamford, Conn., for a
Tet. elec, refrigerator, elec, range
ment my Summer clothing with a Portfolios 50 for $1 Personals. St a t Ion - city.
ment picking strawberries for John
the securities market clean without vacation period.
ery Request approval sample. TERRY ou side qhentlcal toilet, private spring
Inquire
at ROPEWAY BEAUTY SHOP.
sweater,
for
the
30
degree
change
Prof. Weston Bousfleld of Con
STUDIOS. 217 Westfield. Mass
Kearly of East Union.
Tel_ 1009 or 643-W
75-tf
paralyzing it, we indorse the prin
79* It
in temperature and the dense, cut
necticut
has
been
recent
guest
of
Miss Marion Taylor of Waltham,
COTTAGES for holiday, at Spruce
ciple of truth in securities in the
BE It known to all men that niv Head,
ting
fog
bore
all
of
the
discomforts
the forest and ocean
wife. Elizabeth B Collam >re having meet,, where
Mass., is visiting her father, Wilbur
securities act. To get billions of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. C. E.
where the tumult and the
of a day when winter is about to left my bed and board without Just shouting,
Bousfleld.
dies. Furbished, electricity,
Taylor,
and
her
mother,
Mrs.
Ella
cause.
I
will
pity
no
/bills
contracted
Idle dollars and a multitude of idle
boats.
Twenty minutes
break.
bv her on or after this date. HARRY fireplace:
Mrs. Montle Stone who has been
Bowley.
from Rockland on tarred road HER
men back to work and to promote
P COLLAMORE. Rockport. July 2, 1940 MAN
I
looked
for
the
clubhouse
whic.i
P
WINCHENBAUOH,
Tel 997-W
Miss Amy Carter of Liberty has
79*81
national defense, these acts should in Rockland for a few weeks re
78*79
I
knew
was
maintained
there
but
turned home Friday.
LAWNMOWERS,
sharpened
and
reemployment at Community Sweet
COTTAGE to let at beautiful In
be revised and the policies of the
patred> called for and delivered. Tel graham's
could
see
it
outlines
only
dimly
good beds;
Each Tuesday afternoon there
Shop.
205, H H CRIE CO 328 Main St. 79-tf city waterHill;A sixE rooms,
commission changed to encourage
BRUNBERG. Tel.
will be sewing for the Red Cross at
James Smith of Rockland and through the mist. And then we WASTE and ashes removed reason 197-W or 151 -W CIty.____________ 79-tf
the flow of private capital into in
rates, dependable service STAN
Zephyr-like ghosts, zooming bats, creepy dungeons, rattling skeletons and Richard Callahan of Lincolnville climbed 67 stairs, crossed the able
the guild rooms at the church. All
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
HALL. Tel. 311 or call at Hall’s service month
dustry.
or season; lights, spring water;
79-tf shore lot
persons interested are asked to an assorted collection nf wails and moans, have Bob Hope and Taulette were visitors Sunday at Fred Mer track of the Mt. Washington cog station. Main and Winter Sts.
Tel. 237-W or 625. 115 Park
Goddard
a
little
on
the
jittery
side
in
Paramount
’
s
mystery-comedy8t.
Cl
tv
«R*t.f
railway, and at 50 cents per head
help.
TAXATION
thriller, "The Ghost Breakers.” in which they are co-starred. Even with rifield’s.
It
is
the
personality
behind
the
were
admitted
to
the
cosy
and
com

Public spending has trebled un
their fingers crossed they are beginning to believe that this is more har Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Bennett are
dead that makes the dead unfor- COUKIER GAZETTE WANT ADS
der the New Deal, while tax bur COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS rowing—and funnier than "The Cat and the Canary," in which they first occupying an apartment at the fortable interior.
getable.
WORK WONDERS
(To be Continued)
started their career of ghost-breaking.
home of Mrs. Madeline Jones.
WORK WONDERS
dens have doubled. Huge taxes

DRESS
SALE
$3.88

PEDS!

25

LOST AND FOUND

Educational Club

FOR SALE

WANTED

TO LET

i
«
i

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

Summer Cottages ♦

MISCELLANEOUS

Every-OtEer-Day
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Corp. Knowlton Now

A Harvard Degree
Goes To Grandson of
George S. Wardwell, a
Rockland Visitor

MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Page Five

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

(Can you identify them?)
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M-, over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

D. U. V. Convention
Belated But Interesting
Report of the Doings
At Waterville

Mr. and Mrs, Alton Lewis re
Walter Wardwell, son of Mr and
The annual convention of the
cently returned from Cleveland. O.
Mrs. Fred P. Wardwell of 11 Crystal
While your mint leaves are young , olate recipes we have for you free D.U.V. of C.W. was held in Water
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle Sr ,
and crisp and full of flavor why ) of charge, too. Address requests to ville with Mrs. Ella Henderson pre
street, Greenwood, will receive the
don't you candy a few boxfuls to Marjorie Mills. Yankee Network, I
and son of Philadelphia are pass
A. B. degree, cum laude, from Harv
siding and 117 delegates present.
use this summer or to give away j Boston, Mass., or your own station,
ing a vacation at the home of Mr.
later? Ruth Torrey of the Wen- Creamed Onions and Cheese on Toast Reports proved that the activities
ard University, at the commence
and Mrs. Clinton Teele.
ham Herb Center showed us their
One and one-half cups creamed
ment exertises on Thursday of th‘s
method in her fragrant little herb onions, 4 slices toast, grated cheese, and efforts of all Tents were sat
Mrs. Lawrence Cole and family
house one day several years ago, chopped parsley.
week, marking tire close of another
isfactory. Tlie long cherished want
of Cleveland. O., are passing the
and we think it's by far the easiest
Sprinkle
the
slices
of
toast
with
phase
in
his
remarkable
scholastic
of
journals of the proceedings be
Summer at their cottage at Shore
method and gives the best results grated cheese and pour the creamed
career.
The tender, fresh mint leaves are onions over them. Sprinkle with ing realized, a committer of three
Acres.
Commencement Week opened'
washed and dried on paper towels, chopped parsley and serve
were appointed to compile material
Miss Mettle Ingerson has re
then, using a small paint brush, Pineupple and Celery Filled Tomatoes to date. Mrs. Meta K Wilson of
Sunday, June 1C, with the Baccabu- I
turned from Pearl River, N Y.
paint each leaf with gum arable
rate sermon by President James
Tomato cases, chopped celery, Portland. Mrs. Rose B. Minot of
solution: using the tongs, dip in
Open house has been held at the
walnut meats, fresh pineapple, Lewiston and Mrs. Eliza Plummer
Bryant Conant of the University, In I
fine
sugar
and
dry
the
leaves
on
Lowe residence on High street the
Appleton Memorial Chapel. Other ,
wax paper. They'll keep crisp and shredded; Caine's mayonnaise.
of Rockland compose the commit
past week, the event being the
Skin the tomatoes, hollow them
delicious
if arranged between layers
features of the week in which Mr. I
tee. The registration fee proposed
blossoming of a night blooming
of wax paper in tightly closed tin and sprinkle hollows with salt. In
Wardwell will participate will be
boxes. They're delectable to nibble, vert the tomatoes to drain 20 by Mrs Eliza Plummer during her
cereus. It had six lovely blooms,
the Senior Spread, which is the for
ever so decorative for adorning minutes, and chill. Combine equal administration made this project
which measured 12 Inches in dia
mal dance this iMonday) evening,
cakes and desserts or fruit salads parts of celery, nutmeat and drained possible.
meter. Many friends and neigh
shredded pineapple, fresh or canned
and fun to make.
and the class day festivities which
Donations were made to the Red
bors watched the unfolding of the
Do you use a few sprigs of Moisten with mayonnaise and fill the
will include the Yale baseball game,
Cross
by motion of Mrs. Mary
chopped
mint
in
cream
of
green
beautiful white flowers which
tomato cases.
a concert and informal dancing, on
Cooper of this city. Mrs. Evelyn
pea scup. or with diced, sweetened Rhubarb and Pineapple Jam
filled the rooms with a sweet ori
Private Hollis Knowlton of the Wednesday.
fresh pineapple, with iced honey
Seven pounds rhubarb, 2 medium- Bunker of Franklin was elected
ental aroma.
dew melon and mixed with fruit sized pineapples, 5 pounds sugar.
74th Hawaiian Ordnance Depart
Mr. Wardwell has been a mem
Department President, Miss Court
Mr. and Mrs R. Mont Arey re ment, Honolulu. Hawaii, recently
salad ingredients? Those perky
ber of the Harvard University Or
Chop rhubarb and pineapples into ney Hlnkly of Gardner, Senior Vice
sprigs
of
mints
are
the
prettiest
turned Saturday from a vacation j promoted to Corporal. Mr. Knowlsmall pieces. Add half the sugar
chestra for four years; a member
garnish for a bowl of fruit salad, and cook 15 minutes, then add re President and Mrs. Margaret Foster,
trip to New York City.
l ton is a Vinalhaven boy, son of Mr of the Cercle Francais four years;
especially
if
it's
strewn
with
rasp

maining sugar and simmer, stirring Waterville, Junior Vice President.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pulling and Mrs. Llewellyn Knowlton.
a member of the German Club the
berries und blueberries or fat cher ol ten. untii rich and thick. Pour Mrs. Bunker named Mrs Plummer
and son Nathan are spending a
ries as contrasting garnish. A bou into sterilized Jars and seal.
past two years; a member of the
:
-----------------as press correspondent.
vacation at Honeymoon Lodge
quet of fresh mint makes the tall
Harvard Guardian business board
Corn
StutTed
Peppers
The reception had a large at
tinkling
pitcher
of
any
cold
fruit
July Fourth, Vinalhaven Chiefs
Six green peppers, 1 cup cooked tendance. many local residents be
the past two years, and its adver
punch twice as refreshing, too.
baseball team will play a double- i (From the New Britain, Conn,
O, yes. and fill one wide-mouthed or grated fresh corn, 2-3 cup soft ing present. Mrs Jennie Pietroskl,
tising manager the past year. The
header on School street grounds
bottle loosely with either pepper bread crumbs, 1 egg yolk, % tea
Guardian is a magazine for the
I
Herald
of
June
29
>.
with the Rockland Pirates. Time,
mint or spearmint picked early in spoon minced onions, 2 tablespoons one of the soloists, received much
Miss Vivian Albina Ekwurtzel. social sciences. He was engaged in
the morning on a dry day, Cover Land O’ Lakes Butter, tt teaspoon applause and took part in the mem
10 a. m.. and 2 p. m.
with good vinegar, close the bottle salt, *« teaspoon paprika.
orial services earlier in the day.
Mrs Leroy Nickerson is a patient , daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fingal G social work at Phillips Brooks House
tightly, let it stand two to three
Wash peppers, discard seeds and Greetings by all the affiliated G. A
ln his third year; was a member of
at Knox Hospital. She was accom- ' Ekwurtzel of Kelsey street, became
weeks,
strain
and
bottle
and
enjoy
pulp
and
stuff
with
mixed
ingredi

the House hockey team in his third
orders being received and
mint vinegar the year round.
ents. Arrunge upright in a small R
panled by Lora Swears. R. N.
the bride of Alden Creighton
year, and of Student Union in his
We can hardly wait to hear from pan, add tt inch water and bake 30 responded to by Evelyn Bunk
George Harris of Richmond, Va.,
Hewett, son of Frederick M. Hewett fourth year. He has concentrated
all of you who are taking advan minutes on a moderate oven. Baste er, G.A.R.; Courtney Hinkley,
and Miss Jessie Frazier of Brook
tage of the Land O' Lakes offer of twice.
in
Philosophy.
I
formerly
of
Thomaston
1
last
Sat

WS.R.C.; Meta Wilson, Ladies of
lyn, N Y„ are new arrivals at “The
of the famous Edgar Guest poems we Sweet Pickled Carrots
Upper
left,
No.
1
Upper
right.
No.
2
He
has
been
in
the
Harvard
RO.
urday
afternoon
at
2
o
’
clock
in
the
Moors" Lanes Island.
have for you Your Joy in having
One quart vinegar, 1 tablespoon the OAR.; Rose Minot. WNO.C.;
Ix»wer left. No. 3
Lower right, No. 4
these beautifully illustrated gravure whole cloves, 1 tablespoon whole all Marie Patterson, Sons of U. V. of
Rock-a-way Inn will open July 4 Trinity Methodist Church. Rev. T.C. unit for four years and in his
The names of the above veterans will appear in the next issue.
copper etchings will be real and last spice, 1 tablespoon mace, 1 quart C. W.; Eliza Plummer, Aux. to Sons
Mr. and Mrs Wilfred Nickerson, Barton Bovee performed the cere senior year was Cadet Captain. On
In
Saturday's edition: Upper left, I). F. Smith; upper right, I. S. White; ing since they are lovely. The pair, sugar, stick cinnamon.
Tuesday
he
will
receive
his
com

of U V of C. W.; Mrs. Ella Hen
daughters, Evelyn and Warren mony.
ready for framing, would make a
Boil young carrots until skins
The church was decorated with mission as second lieutenant in the lower left, Janies Hull: lower right, Joseph M. Currier.
Crowell of Everett, Mass, arrived
lovely gift to grace a new home or slip. Remove skins, slice or leave derson. Greetings to the G A R.
white birch and white peonies and j Field Artillery Officers Reserve
add so much to your own home. To whole. Pour syrup made of vinegar at the reception given to "Our
Friday.
Mrs Bovee sang “I Love You Truly.” ' Corps, and the week following
get both large "picture-poems" of | sugar a„d spices (in bag) boiling Fathers” at the campfire where
Mr. and Mrs Gerald Roberts of
"A Heap O’ Livin'" and "Boy or I hot over carrots. Let stand over flve "boys ln blue' were honored
Tlie maid of honor was Miss Commencement will go to Fort
Southbridge, Mass. are guests of
Oirl" send the Indian-head girl cut night, then bring to boll and boll for by the city.
Estelle
Johnson
and
Julius
Dem-1
Ethan
Allen,
Vt..
tor
two
weeks
of
Mr. and Mrs. F L. Roberts.
from a carton or roll of Land O' five minutes. Remove spices and
Sixteen of the Past Department
W. Y. Fossett visited Friday in ing Hewett was best man. Leonard active duty In the army.
Practice, patience and persever- .ner's half-hour program of modern Lakes Sweet Cream
uniButter vwith
x, 10
, pack into sterilized Jar. Fill Jar to
In
the
Fall
he
will
return
to
Har

Ekwurtzel
and
James
Hewett
were
cents to Marjorie Mills, Yankee Net- wjthin half an lnch of lop with the Presidents gathered at Elmwood
Rockland.
muslc In addition to work. Boston. Mass., or your own
vard to study at the Graduate ance are the "3 P's" that spell sue- circus
Hotel for their annual banquet,
Supper by Union Church Circle the ushers.
hot • )iced syrup and seal.
station.
The bride, given in marriage by School of Business Administration. cess in tlie circus. A poll of tlie
MENU
Mrs. Rose Minot presided over the
have been diseohtiniAd until July'
Of equal interest to dog lovers is
.flakes and Strawberries
her father, wore a gown of clasMr. Wardwell was valedictorian of | performers wlth RusseU Bros; 3
business session. Mrs. {Henderson
18
the big 49-page dog book Rival Dog
•Rhubarb and Pineapple Jam
was accepted into the family of
Miss Lou Young lias returned to slcally simple style with a full mar the class of 1936 at Wakefield High Ring Circus coming to Rockland
pood necDle have for you. Send
Corn Muffins
Bacon
three labels from Rival Dog Food and
P D.P. and presented a rose. Mrs.
Rockland, having been guests of quisette skirt gathered from a bodice | School, He is an accomplished Thursday, the Fourth of July would
Coffee
get the Dig book "Dogs of the World"
Meta Wilson was elected president
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jason of Alencon lace. Her bride', illusion violinist and was a member of the reveal that most of them were born
Lunch
with 114 colored Illustrations of
veil was caught with a wreath of High School Orchestra.—From the
•Pineapple and Celery Filled
circus families and began trainfor the ensuing year, with Mrs.
Young.
every known breed of dog descrip
Tomatoes
j jng as children, as in the case of
Myra Dutch of Belfast, vice presi
A public lawn party will be held orange blossoms. She caried a bou- Wakefield (Mass) Daily Item.
tions, health hints, dog tricks and a
•Sweet Pickled Carrots
Mr Wardwell is the grandson of little Barbara Ann Ray ipicturedj
July 3 and 4 on Union Church Quet
v-'hite orchids and stephadent.
page for your own dog’s history.
Toasted Muffins, re-heated
Send to Marjorie Mills, Yankee Net Cookies
lawn, sponsored by the Trustees of1 notis. The gown of the maid o' George 8. Wardwell who spends his at riglit i who. at the age of 5, can
A gift of five silk flags was made
Tetley Tea
work,
Boston,
|Mass..
or
your
own
the Church.
Sandwiches, cake honor was powder blue with a bodice summer vacations in Rockland,1 do a headstand on her clownDinner
to the department from the P P
station.
•Creamed Onions and Cheese
coffee, hot dogs and pop will be
lace and a full skjrt ol net with guest of his sister, Mrs. Lelia F.' daddy's hand.
Association. Other flags were given
Do sit down today while you think
Green Beans
•
on sale. There will also be a j lace insertlons. Her hat was pink , Benner.
to the Amanda Bowler Watson Tent
The rolling globe and trapeze*
of it and send (Us your request for
•Corn Stuffed Peppers
noveity table
1 flowered and she carried a bouque. j
the big new banana book, "Bananas Hot Rolls
, upon which the blond and youthful
Fresh Fruit Salad’ of Franklin, to use in the work.
—how to serve them" before it is too
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Stinson were Of pink delight roses and blue del- ,
Miss Louise Benson, Past Na
Sheelor Sisters so expertly perform
Iced Coffee
late. And you will surely want the
recently given a pleasant surprise ; phinium. The brides mother wore a j
tional
President was in attendance
were the “playthings" of their
•
Recipes
given.
leaflet of Nestle’s Semi-Sweet Chocby their daughter. ‘Mrs. Helen gown of Alice blue lace with na\ >
and installed the new officer. Mr.
childhood.
By Souwester
Johnson. The event was in honor and wh.te accessories with a corsage
I Ous Bell of the All-American
1 softer than water and firmer than Benson, who is ln his 99th year
of
gardenias
and
yellow
roses.
Deco|
of their 25th wedding anniversary.
Flyers who, at each performance,
accompanied her.
the hard rock."
And. now, may you all know the
Lighthouse Tender Ilex is lying attempts and usually accomplishes
Mr and Mrs. Stinson were recipi rations for the reception, which was
The ritualistic work was exempli
|
keeping,
saving
Power
of
Him
who
ents of beautiful gifts. Lunch was held at the home of the bride, were | at the Eastern S S dock. Noted the extremely difficult two-andfied in a perfect manner by the
The Fate of a Little
alone
can
help
us
through
all
the
among the crew was Earl Drink- one-half somesault in mid-air. was
served, which included a large white peonies and garden flowers.
trials of this mortal life, and give Jane Carver Sampson Tent of Milo.
Wood “Chuckie”—
water,
former Rockland boy.
The
couple
left
on
an
unan

us eternal life at the end—God's
wedding cake Those present were:
thoroughly schooled in ground ac
E. Plummer
Buddy’s Small Friend
beloved Son, Jesus, who Is called the
Mr and Mrs. A M Cassie. Mr. and nounced wedding trip. For her go
robatics and was a tumbler of more
Christ.
Nancy
S
Savage.
"Time
for
the
Sunday
yacht
than ordinary ability before he
Eugene Sprague and Mr. and Mrs. ing away outfit, the bride wore a
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
APPLETON
races!” clamor the waterfront
ever "took to the air."
Mrs. Alfred Creed, Mr. and Mrs. brown sheer redingote trimmed with
June
—
and
nature
dressed
In
her
ROCKVILLE
The Church of God Music and
white, with brown and white acces delegation. Weather so far has
Mile. Lucy Eelley. a member of
Owen Roberts.
mest beautiful attire—but it has
Bible
school opens here July 8 with
not
been
entirely
suitable
for
this
Mark
Holt
and
Priscilla
Robert

Europe's most outstanding family
Ladies of the G A R meet Friday. sories and a corsage of white orchids.
bc^n so cc'ld that something actual- son entertained the children of the 1 Prof. L. W. Sisk of Kansas as Susport, but frem the appearance of
Mr.
Hewett
is
employed
by
the
of bareback riders, represents the
At Union Church Sunday, Rev.
ly died from the effects of it, one j vi||age Friday afternoon in honor perlntendent. Dr. Sisk is a college
the line of cars stretched out at
fourth generation of her family in
Kenneth Cook preached an im American Coal Co. ln Hartford.
of Nature s innocents.
j of their cous|n Robert Oreeley Jr.1 student from the Methodist Theothe Public landing last Sunday the
Upon
returning
from
their
wedding
the circus.
pressive and inspiring sermon on
Cn
one
of
my
walks
to
the
brldse
[
Owis Head it being "Bobby's" logical Seminary of Georgia, also
sailors
will
have
a
good
grand
(below our house I found a baby
*
•
'
And so on down the line . . . Tlie
"Religion and Liberty." All pa trip, the couple will reside on Glen
stand and plenty of judges at the
woodchuck.
He
seemed
all
alone,
seventh
birthday. Two birthday pastored several large city churches.
very ease with which circus folk
triotic bodies in town, led by the street
crack of the starter's gun
so I picked him up by the scruff of cakes, Ice cream and candy fur- Prof. Sisk held large crowds for
do their amazing teats belies the
Vinalhaven Band, Joseph Kitthis neck, as one would a kitten. He nlshed refreshments. Games were eight weeks each night In Port
redge, director, marched in a body urday from Washington. D C.
chattered and barked, but couldn't i ,
.
.
. „
Steeves Brothers of tlie North hard work and years of preparation
bite me I think hit mother had1 Pla>'ed and ® pleasant afternoon land the past Winter. Ills lectures
and attended this service
The where she has been visiting ftlends
that have gone into them.
end
launched
Sunday
their
out

was
enjoyed.
Those
present were i being instructive and helplul. He
Whlle
been killed as we could find no den
auditorium was filled. The vested for the past two weeks
board "White Duck" one of the Tlie talented people and animals
near.
Percie and Vestlna Fisk. Janice will be here July 4 remaining till
there
she
motcred
to
Gettysburg.
choir sang several anthems and
In thren
w,
real tame Lofman, Craig Korplnen, Helen and ( school opens July 8. Rev. Mr. Tull
latest additions to the North end of Russell Bros, will be seen here
Joseph Hutchison of Columbus, O„ Pa. and visited the battlefield, fleet. Bernard Kaler has put hl, jln two Performances, starting at 2
and would let me pick him up with Esther Hall. Rachel Holt and Patsy j of Worcester and Rev. Rail Kauftlz
where
her
father,
tlie
late
Woster
was soloist.
brand new 22-foot sloop into the and 8 P m Tlie doors will open j the big show, there will be a fast out offering to bite. We had our
of Maryland and the new Slate
Mrs. Florence Guilford, wife of 8. Vinal fought In the Civil War, waves; and Walter Flanders' cabin an hour earlier to allow time for I and exciting wild-west performance liet In a box in the summer kitchen ( Greeley,
and
a
hay
bed
ln
one
corner
of
tt.
'
Overseer
from Oklahoma will be
viewing the wild animals in the I and a tented museum of oddities
Arthur Ouilford, died at her home
Also a coat was thrown over th’ COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS here for the four day., before school
cruiser has been put into commis
Joy
is
an
attar
that
can
only
be
Friday. Funeral services will be
sion for the season with a fresh menagerie and for Eddie Woeck-|and exotic entertainers.
box On the cold morning little
opens.
WORK WONDERS
chuckie was found literally stiff1
held Tuesday at the Headley par distilled in the hidden deeps of a coat of paint, and makes a right j ——----- ------ ----—------ ——
with
cold
and
he
never
recovered.
]
1
goodly
heart.
Amember of the New York State Our neighbor said the temperature'
lors.
smart appearance lying at anchor cannon has vee cd sidewise a bit
Miss Carolyn Dyer returned Sat
This season shows • the largest and its straightening be a good Mental Hygiene Department be was down to 40 deg. that night, but
lieves there are ten fundamental
urday from Portland, where she
"squadron" North End Cove lias project for some patriotic order to characteristics of mental health. It seemed even colder.
Saturday we were the guests of
Dress Up Your Rooms With a New
1s a student nurse at Maine Gen
boasted for several years
.
. undertake.
You can check pourself by these rela fives in Rockland and were
t • . .
|
••••
eral Hospital.
guides:
glad to get out once more, though
To date the town assessors have
1. A sense of well being.
Spectators in Gay Park are in- ‘ Capt. "Bobby" Hills has put his
we weren't able to walk around as
2. Keenness of observation.
registered 31 aliens in Vinalhaven: Without Calomel — And You'll Jump Out of creasing daily and witlj the ad- "Minx" overboard.
we used to.
New mast,
3. Soundness of judgment.
Gardens are growing nicely. Our
Two from Norway; 14 from Sweden;
vent of fair weather, debates will beem and rudder, but the sailing is
Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Co
4 Clearness of thought.
varden was harrowed and furrowed i
The liver should pour 2 pinta of bile juice
S from Nova Scotia; 1 from Scot
doubtless
warm
up
and
internanot
so
good
as
the
bailing
accord5. Accuracy of memory.
by old Dinah. Dinah pokes along j
into your bowel, every day. if thia bile ia
land; 1 from Wales; 7 from Fin not flowing freely, your food may not di tional problems get settled at last, ing to Bobby's report of his first
6. Control of emotions.
very slowly when working but when |
gest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then
7. Stability of will.
headed for the barn she prances
land; 1 from England.
New Designs Just Received!
The top block of granite under the trip out.
gas bloats, up your stomach. You get con
8. Continuity of purpose.
along like a young colt.
You feel sour, sunk and the world
Walter Sprague, who has been stipated.
looks punk.
9. Friendliness of attitude.
Among our recent guests have'
It takes those good, old Carter's Little
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
been Mr. and Mrs. Walker Brewster
10. Fr-edom of erpresslon.
Liver Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowEugene Sprague left Monday for ing freely to make you feel "up and up.”
and Miss Jane Coakley of Rockland
Get a package today. Take as directed.
Mrs. Bessie Wallace and Mr. WalChicago.
Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
— Better Sight Style —
New Under-arm
I iace of South Waldoboro and Miss
and 264.
Miss Harriet Vinal returned Sat- for Carter's Little Liver Pills.
j Mac Grotton and friend and Miss
Cream Deodorant i Grotton's nephew and niece.
I noted a suggestion that I leave
safely
j my bootjack marked with the let
They're tops for cottages,
••K." to the Knox mansion. If
Stops Perspiration ter
I had such a jack I would gladly j
porches, sun parlors and
(Eastern Standard Time)
give it to the Knox memorial, but i
living rooms these smart
I must have made a mistake if I j
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
stated the boot jack had a letter j
new MAPLE LAMPS. Maple
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
K cn It. It Is the foot scraper and
gives new life to your rooms
the
K
and
number
are
in
raised
let

Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
ter and numerals, not cut by hand,
and an individuality that's
Read Down
so I do not think it would be of any
Dally
Daily
hard
to duplicate.
Except
Sun.
value as a souvenir of Gen. Knox.
Except KUJl.
Sun. Only
Sun. Only
Did you know that dogs can talk
A.M.P.M.P.M.
A.M.PJM.A.M.
and love each other in the same
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv.
manner as humans? Buddy has a
For a Limited Time Only at
1. Docs not rot dresses, does
Ar.
10.55
0.00
4.35
not irritate skin.
little chum who comes to see him
5 40 3.30 9.10 Lv.
Ar,
9.50
5.00
3.25
2.
Nowaitingtodry.Canbeuscd
and the two dogs greet each other
0.50 4.40 10.20 Lv.
|2.15
Lv. 8.45
right after shaving.
with paws around each other's neck
11.30 Ar.
7.5O|
3. Instantly slops perspiration
Read Up
and whines of Joy. This little dog
for 1 to } days Removes odor
is named Texas and I understand
VINALHAVEN LINE
from perspiration.
that he came from the Battleship
Reg. $3.25
4.
Apure,white,greaseless,stain

Texas. He is very tiny beside Bud
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
less
vanishing
cream.
dy and my dog always plays with
Read Down
5. Arrid has been awarded the
zest but carefully, so as not to hurt
Daily
„
Dally .
Approval
Sea
I
of
the
Ameritan
Except
his small friend.
Except^ Daily sSat. A iKq Dally
Institute of Laundering tor
Sat. a wX Except;;©
In closing I want to copy a state
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
being harmless to fabrics.
ment I read about lightning It
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.PJWA.M.
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
s so vivid, so powerful, but did
Ar. 9.45 11.45 5.30
5.00 * 8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND. ,
have been sold. Try a jar today I
Framed by a crooked judge and hunted bv a hundred enemies, the
you know that It has 'a wonderful
JNE
CENTI
I
I
I
9.05
|
I Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Cisco Kid, O. Henry's gay caballero, still has time for lovely senoritas and
nature that Is both fire In water
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
POWII
3MPAMY
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15' Ar. VINALHAVEN,
and water ln fire, and one does not
romance in "Lucky Cisco Kid," the SOth Century-Fox him, with Cesar
Read Up
put out the other, nor does the one
Romero in the title role. Shown here are Romero, Mary Beth Hughes anti
• New York train connection Saturday only.
At all ■tores welling toilet goods
dry up tlie other, therefore the
Chris-Pin Martin. Others in the strong supporting cast include: Dana 39<*(also in 10/ and 59/ Jara)
78-tf
lightning is brighter than the sun
Andrews and Evelyn Venable.
1

Hewett-Ekwurtzel

ARTISTS OF THE CIRCUS BEGIN
TRAINING WHEN CHILDREN

Where The Tide Ebbs

Happy Hope Farm

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Maple Lamp

PARK THEATRE TODAY & WEDNESDAY

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

.75

Every-Other-Day
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Chase
Miss Adelaide Emery of Portland,
Jean Harriman, who accompanied
was given in marriage by Freeland < RONE-OBDWAY
them here, went today to Jefferson,
celebrated their 25th wedding an
Field of Saco, was gowned in white
At a 4 oclock ceremony Sunday wore hydrangea blue chiffon with
where she is to be a counsellor at
s, • and carried a bouquet of sweet tn Deering Mimeiial Methodist flower hats of the same shaoe. and
niversary Sunday, and were hon
ft 2. ft ft
ft « Aft
peas- and baby's breath. She was [ church. South Pari* Miss Hester carried Colonial bouquets. Donna
Camp Wawenock for the Summer.
ored at a surprise party given by
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
attended by her cousin. Mrs. Elsie Marlon Ordway, daughter of Mr.' Silvia Littlehale of Bryant Pond,
JUNE COTE
Mr and Mrs. William Foster and
Canton Lafayette Auxiliary will their daughter, Miss Kathleen
Correspondent
Nield of Saco, who wore nile green ;nd Mrs. Sheiman C. Ordway of the flower girl, wore a long pink
Correspondent
son, Robert of Somerville. Mass.,
meet Wednesday night for degree Chase Friday night, when 26
ft ft ft ft
silk and carried pink peonies and Western avenue, became the brldt' taffeta dress trimmed with blue
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
friends welcomed them The din
violet orchids. The best man was c: Alton H Crone of Camden, sun ’ bows. She wore a halo of pink and work No supper, but refreshments
Tel. 190
Fales.
Tel. 713
ing room was prettily decorated in
Charles Hendrick of Camden
of Mrs. Mabelle Crone of Rock- white sweet peas and carried a' will be served after the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs Weston Young spent
silver and white, Mr. and Mrs.
The house was decorated with cut port.
basket of rose petals.
1 Mrs Lina Carroll Is the chairman.
A house-to-house canvas is being i
weekend at Skowhegan where
Fred R. Rice is attending the
Chase be.ng presented with a beau
flowers. Following the ceremony
The two pages, the Misses Con-,
The chancel was decorated with
conducted in connection with the
Young participated in the Rice reunion at North Waterford
tiful gift. The wedding cake was
refreshments were served and the white peonies «nd ferns and stance and Carlcne MacPherson of
advance sale of tickets for the pre State Rifle Shoot.
Members of Edwin Libby Relief CUf by Mrs. Chase, who wore her
Carlton F. Dougherty has been bride’s cake was cut.
lighted by candles In tall candela-1 Cumberland Mills, were gowned in' Corps whQ gre planning t0 attend we(!cUng gown of 25 years ago.
sentation Thursday at Watts hall of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Twiss are re guest of Donald Richards. Jr. at
Those present were Mr. ar.d Mrs. bra.
The decorations were In dress of white embroidered mar- the picnic at the Ash Point cottayr Pictures were taken, and after a
the movie “The Amazing Mr. Wil
turning today to Lawrence. Mass., Lake Mcguntlcook
Freeland Nield cf Saco, Robert | rharge of Mrs. Myrtle Gates. Rev quisette. with halos of white sweet
liams." Candy will be on sale dur
of Mrs. Mabie Richardson July 11, pleasant evening, the guests de
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Walter P. Leonard of Litchfield, Nield of West Gardiner, Charles m. Gerry Plummer of Sanford a P^as
ing the show and the entire pro
will please call Mrs. Gladys Murphy. , parted with many congratulations
Percy Demmons.
former
resident
here,
was
in
town
Hendrick.
Alfred
Hatch
and
Mr
former pastor at South Paris, offl- j Harold Corthell of Camden was
ceeds of the performance will be
------j for the happy pair. Out of town
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fales of Friday on business.
and Mrs Percv Luce.
elated at the double ring service. ’ best man. Willis G. Carll of Oor
contributed to the local Red Cross
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and Mrs. Iriends who called to express best
Wenham.
Mass
.
are
at
South
Pond
Mrs Anna Mixer is ill at her
Mr Thompson is a graduate of Miss Edith Lowell was at the organ. ham and William L. MacPherson
fund.
Gilmore W. Soule were hostesses wishes during the weekend were
for a vacation.
Camden High Schcol in the class of Mrs. Plummer rendered ’’Because,’' |
home on Mountain street.
Cumberland Mills, cousins of the Saturday afternoon at the Spruce Mrs. George Gove of Haverill,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Chase and
Mrs. Clara Hopkins. Emma Nor 1929. and has made Jfls home in
Mrs. Fannie Brown entertained
The bride, .who was given in bride, acted as ushers. The mother Head cottage of Mrs. Sleeper at a Mass., Miss Louise Fisk of Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hastings went
Camden until three years ago when marriage by her father, wore a;
the bride wore a printed crepe
to Boston Saturday to attend the at supper and cards Wednesday in ton. and Mrs. Bessie Ericson were
Mrs. James Mr. and Mrs. Irrie Tolman and
he entered the employ of the_8.co tallorpd gown of whitc satin
ln shade., of blue, while the bride- par‘>
funeral services of Mr. Chase’s sis honor of her guest. Mrs T. W. Lewiston visitors Saturday
Kent, Mrs. Lawrence Miller and children of Portland, Mrs. Frank
Paul
Jones
of
lake
Placid.
N
Y
.
I
Lowell
Machine
Shops
in
Bidde

Pease of Bath. Other guests were
a finger-tip veil of tulle, which groom s mother wore printed crepe Mrs. Edward Barnard. Luncheon Weis of Hackensack. N. J., and
ter. Mrs. Grace Driscoll.
Mrs. Blanche Everett, Mrs. Ger son of Sidney Jones, formerly of ford.
fell from a coronet of orange bios-,
dusty rose and white,
Members and guests of the Beta
Mrs. Thompson is a graduate of soms. and carried a Colonial | Following the ceremony, a reccp- was served, and the honor guests Robert Castle, Miss Lillian Castle
trude Lineken and Mrs Grace An- this town, was recent guest of the
received lovely gifts. Guests were ! and Miss Edith Castle of Belgrade.
Alpha were entertained at picnic
Cony High School of Augusta.
drews. Mrs Pease returned home Daniel A. Dougherty family
1 shower bouquet of bride s roses. tion was held at the home of the Mrs. Sam Savltt. Mrs. Lincoln E.
supper and for a social evening Fri
The young ccuple will re. lde in white sweet peas and baby’s breath brldes parents at which Mrs. Wil
Miss Dorothy Robbins is visiting
After an eight months' stay ln
day at Mrs Guy Lermond’s cottage i Friday.
McRae. Mrs. Frederic Tripp. Mjs.
her grandmother, Mrs. Effie Logan Saco.
Miss
Gladys
Hutchins
of
Kenne

The matron of honor. Mrs. Henry liam L. MacPherson of Cumberland Abbie Folland. Mrs. Frank McKin Hollywood, A. J. Cronin, author of
at Holiday Beach. Chinese check
in Winterport.
Small of Bath, was gowned in pink Mills had charge of the guest book ney, Miss Louise McIntosh. Miss “The Citadel’’ recently arrived ln
ers, flinch and cribbage provided bunkport. was overnight guest Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Page mo A SCORELESS TIE
|
chiffon
and lace. She wore a flow- and Mrs. Werner Littlefield of Ada Green, Miss Mary Sylvester. New York with Mrs. Cronin. They
day
of
Miss
Agnes
Hanley,
enroute
amusement. Those attending were
tored Friday to Augusta.
When rain stopped the game at rr hat of pink roses, and carried a Bryant Pond and Mrs. Charles Mrs. Charles Gross. Miss Ella Brad- will be joined later at York Harbor,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett, Mr. to Monhegan where she is to spend
Miss Edna Young is spending a
Taylor of Frye the gifts. Mrs. Willis
Camden Bunday afternoon neither Colonial bouquet,
and Mrs. William White. Mr and the Summer
bur). Miss Virginia Willis. Mrs Me., by their youngest son, Andrew,
vacation from duties at the AugusCarll had charge of the refresh
Mrs.
Edna
Blank
of
Jamaica
team
had
been
able
to
score.
E
The
bridesmaids.
Miss
Dorothea
Mrs. Alfred Strout, Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Bird. Mrs. John MrLoon. and the two older boys who have
i ta General Hospital with her parments. assisted by Mrs. Donna
Robert Walsh. Rev. and Mrs Don Plain. Mass., arrived Saturday to j ent.s. Mr. and Mr.- Willis P Young Wadsworth held Bath Iron Works Billings of South Portland and
Mrs. Russell Richardson, Mrs. been attending the Benedictine
~===== Lassell Mrs Helen Briggs and Mrs. Francis Richardson. Miss Leona School. The Porstmouth Priory, in
ald Perron. Mrs May Condon. Mrs. spend the week with Mr and Mrs. , John Franklin Dailey and Miss to a lone bingle. and Lewis repaid
2
2 Geneva Buck.
Ethel Ncwcombe, Mrs. Vera Rob Orvel F. Williams. She was ac Frances Lucy Horton, both of Cam the compliment by holding the Heald, 2b .....
Walker, and Miss Ruth Ward Newport. R I. They have taken a
Following a brief wedding trip,
Shells
to
one
hit.
The
score:
companied
by
Mrs.
Albert
Porter
of
Woodward, cf
inson. Mrs. Grace Andrews, Mrs
2
Games and swimming were enjoyed, house at York Harbor for the Sum
I
den. were united in marriage at the
! Lord, ss .........
Bath Iron Works
mer months.
1
Gertrude Lineken. Mrs. Inez Libby, Quincy, Mass., and Bernard H Methodist
1 Mr Crone and his bride will reside softball being the feature.
parsonage
Saturday
ab bh PO a}
1
0 in Rockport for the Summer. The
Mrs Adella Kirkpatrick. Mrs Susie Burnim of Lynn, Mass, who re night, The single nng service was
Lewis, cf ............ ...... 1 0 1 n Boynton. If............
2
Newbert. Mrs. Estelle Newbert. Mrs. turned home Monday.
0 bride s traveling ensemble was aqua
used by the officiating clergyman,
A guest at the home of Mr and
Stevens, 2b .
0 0 1 1 O. Wadsworth, lb
1
1 English doeskin with ivory acces
APPROVED BY BUREAU OE’ HEALTH
Walter Berg. Mrs Georgie Thorn
jRev Weston P. Holman. Mr. and
sories.
2
Perrv.
3b
......
2
Mrs.
Ellis
Young
Saturday
was
0
2
Crockett,
rf
.........
2
0
dike. Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs. An
Mrs Dailey were attended by the
9 0 5 0 Bennett, cf...........
The bride was graduated from
0
0
nie Mank. Miss Sarah Badger, Miss William Mitchell of Natick. Mass. groom's daughters. Misses Elia Eu Sarkis, c ..............
Paris
High School and Bates Col
.......
2
Nicholson.
If
...
0
0
0
E
Wadsworth,
p
These committees have been ap2
0
Eliza Whitney. Miss Shirley Mcgenia and Frances Louise Dailey.
16 1 15 5 lege. She has taught at Woodstock
Donough. Miss Eliza Whitney. Miss : Pointed to serve for the Legion Mr. Dailey is employed by the Sea- Brown, lb ............. ..... 2 0 4 °l
Bottled by PEABODY
0 0 0—0 and Paris High, and for the last
Helen Friend. Miss Glenice Ler- Fair July 18 and 19: Gift shop, bright Woven Felt Co. They will McNeil, rf........... ...... 2 0 2 0
Delivered
from
Cushing
Spring to Union, Warren, Friendship.
9 1 0 0 Camden Shells,
Fortier, ss ..............
0 0 0-0 six years has been the head of the
mond. Miss Beverly Kirkpatrick. chairman. Mrs. Helen Lynch, as make their home here.
Thomaston, Tenant’s Harbor, Port Clyde. Ilockland and Camden
2 0 0 11 Errors. Heald. Two base hit. Mil English Department of Camden
R. Lewis, p..........
Miss Mabel Fernald and Levi Cope sisted by Mrs. Alice Macgowan,
Five Gallons, 50 Cents
Mrs. J. O. Lauterjung of Mineola.
— — —
ler. Base on balls, off R. Lewis 3. High School.
Mrs.
Selma
Biggers.
Mrs.
Carrie
land.
Plus refundable bottle deposit
N. Y, has arrived at her cottage at
Mr. Crone was graduated from
15 1 15 4 off E. Wadsworth 4 Struck out, by
Miss Margaret Crandon was hos Carroll. Mrs Mary Crie and Mrs Lake Mefeunticook. where she will
S.
A. LAVENDER, Mgr.
Lewis 4, by E. Wadsworth 4. by Rockport High School and for the
Robinson: candy.
Mrs. spend the summer. Her son. Rein- Camden Shells
tess to the WC.T.U. Friday for a Stella
TELEPHONE
225,
THOMASTON, ME.
ab
a
bh
po
last
10
years
he
has
conducted
a
Woodward 1. Umpires. Leonard and
covered dish supper, followed by Blanche Lermond and Mrs. Leila j,oid Lauterjung and Mrs. Lauter- Miller, 3b ..... .........
*» 0 WHO. Scorer, Stearns.
......
3
1
printing
business
in
Camden.
Smalley; grabs. Miss Florine Burn- Jung are 5pcnding a week here
the business meeting.
ham; cooked food. Mrs. Letltia The news-reel photographers from I
The Garden Club meets tonight
Starrett; Red Cross table, Mrs. Boston were busy Saturday and
at 8 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Nina Leach and Mrs Lillian Com- Sunday filming wharf close-ups and
Arthur McDonald. An illustrated
apror.s, Mrs Olive Brazier, the four schooners sailing out of
lecture on flower arrangement will ery,
Mrs. Nelia Vose and Miss Cora Camden Harbor
Pictures were
be presented by Miss Margaret G
Ru^lZr &ch member U pr"vfleg7d
. chairman- a^ taken from a launch showing
PLUS NEW LOW PRICES
FOR EVERY HOME
to invite one guest.
i
Edna Smlth’ apple ple and the schooners under sail with the
Vou ran enjoy Substantial Sav
Special Gifts for all my many
Mrs. Reddington Robbins left
J?” E“nlC* ^°rse and,Camden hUU as a background.
ings during this Appreciation
'Mrs Helen Dana; braided rug, Mrs.' Jack
----------Benny
in
"Buck
Benny
Ries
friends and customers in appre
Sale. Special Discounts on all
Saturday for Miami. Fla., after
Marion Grafton; blanket. Mrs. Againd" will play on the Holiday
$1.00 Orders. Convenient Deliv
ciation lor their loyalty in assist.
spending a few weeks with her
Blanche Lermond doll. Mrs. Shirley program at the Comique Theatre
eries to fit any budget. Check
daughter. Mrs. Lester Gray.
Ing me to establish an outstand
Williams; hot dogs, Mrs. Olive Wednesday and Thursday. Today
Your Needs Now!
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman of
ing record.
Fales and Mrs Margaret Spear.
I is short subjects day and tlx feaWest Hartford. Conn., are guests
Phone 431-W
Walter Strong, who has joined ture attraction is Jean Hersholt in
Phone 431-W
of Frank Jordan and Miss Mar
the Army Air Corps, is training at, "Courageous Dr. Christian."
garet Jordan. Their daughter. Miss
For
Your
Special Gift Today
the Curtis Airport in Chicago.
All interested in taking the Red
Mr. and Mrs. James Saucier, sons Cross life-saving course will meet at
Earl, Norman and Louis and daugh- 1 the Dunn A- Elliot wharf, Thomaster, Eleanor, of Springfield. Vt., are ton Wednesday night at 7.30, Any
WEEK-END
returning home today after being swimmer is eligible to take this
I guests sin<
ncc Sunday of relatives course, which is free, and those who
' here.
! pass the tests receive Red Cross
SHOWER BRUSH
Knox County Chapter s quota of Life Saving Certificates
$6,000 for the American Red Cross
Garden Chib Has Birthday
war relief fund is within $2,400 of
.
The 25th anniversary of the Gar
that mark. A mass meeting tonight den Clul)
TOOTH BRUSH
was observed Friday aft
at 7 30 in the Rockland Community'
made with pure
ernoon at Whitehall Inn and these
lent Portlmd Saturday
.
Building is open to all interested in
officers were elected: Mrs Ernest
natural
unbleeched
9AM (DS.T.) Back Swiday wrwif
the effort to have this county com
A Robbins, president Mrs. Harry J.
brittlet.
Good for your
plete its share ln this valuable
■ Pettaptece, Mrs. J. Hugh Montgom
Gumt. Uneffected fcy
• Cruise ticket includes round trip service.
Five years ago Florian Lester plan has been in operation. Only
ery. vice presidents; Miss Bessie L.
on big liner Seint John; state-nom
water. Long Life wetr.
Clark of this city changed his life those dealers whose volume is con
Bowers, secretary and treasurer.
accommodations and meals.
K'Kh:
Phyllis Bottome recently cabled
sistent!)’ high may participate in
glorious hours ashore at Bar Har
Executive committee. Mrs Eugene
work—switching from advertising
publishers Little. Brown &
BUY HOW AND SAVE
bor. Free tender-service between her
these periods.
C
C.
Rich,
chairman.
Mrs.
J.
R
Company, that she and her hus
merchandising in some of the State's
ship and shore.
Mr. Clark was lately the recipient
Proctor. Miss Anne Alden. Mrs A.
• sec YOUR TRAVEL AGENT, band. Captain Ernan Forbes- Den
for only
largest markets to the handling of of the seldom awarded plaque which
•r apply Stat» PHr. Portland Dial nis. had arrived safely in England. F Greenlaw, Mrs Walter Rich. Jr.,
3-3801; ar Bsites A Mama Transthe territory from the upper side of goes only to the ace salesmen. To
They sailed from New York the Mrs Hamilton Hail, Mrs Elizabeth
pprtation Terminal, Eastland Hotel.
6 for only
Dial 2-3743
L3
°r
^iSS
Bromley. Mrs. Walter Drown. Mrs.
Park street, Rockland, north through date his is the only one in Maine.
new book of short stories. “Masks . . _ „ .
..
A great asset to Mr Clark and no
Rockport and Camden, for the Fuller
and Faces. ’ was published on June John T Hughes. Mrs. V. s Rich
small
factor in his success. Is the con
Brush
Co.
ASSORTED
12. Her story, "Mortal Storm.' ards. Mrs. Marion Holloway. Mrs. J
From the first day in his new field stant co-operation of his capable
COLORED
has
been
made
into
a
film
H
Hobbs.
Mrs.
Winfield
Witham,
STEAMSHIP LINES
HANDLES
Mr. Clark met with success and has wife, Frances, who helps in many
Miss Margaret Wysong. Mrs. Harry
the proud distinction of having won ways. The third member of the
G Tounge. Jr.. Mrs E J. Cornells
Combines
99 percent of the Sales Achievement Clark family, Barbara May, smiles
and Miss Nellie B Foster; finance
shower
both
Contests conducted by the company out of the picture above, which shows
committee, Miss M Louisa Codman,
and moisage.
the
ace
Fuller
Brush
Man
with
a
and
of
having
been
a
participant
in
chairman, Mrs. Charles C Wood
Brings a daily
every profit sharing period since the shipment of his famous product.
and Miss Jessie Hosmer; Miss Edith
treat to the whole
Clough, chairman of the publicity
family. Soothes nerves —
Fancy Eastern Salmon......................................lb
.40
committee; Miss Teresa F. Arau,
The Fuller Brush Company, A National Institution
stimulates circulation. Fine
Fresh raught fish, delirious. Alice says: “We ran
chairman of the Roadside Improve
for shampoos.
A NATIONWIDE SERVICE TO HOME AND INDUSTRY PRESENTS
have some if we don't go to the cirrus."
ment and Civic Betterment com
Order now — this special
Fancy Green Peas .........................................peck
.85
mittee; Mrs. A. K Thorndike and
price offer lasts only a short
A STATEMENT OF ITS STEWARDSHIP
Green Beans ............................................ 2 quarts
.19
Mrs Ora R Brown, co-chairman of
fimel
the conservation committee; proTHE FAMOUS
In 1939 customers in the United States and Canada paid over fifteen million dollars for
Portland Cucumbers ..................................... each
.15
Tuller Products. Over ten million dollars of this furnished the ineome for eight thousand heads
gram
committee.
Mrs.
J
B
Water

Nice Southern Cukes..................................... each
.03
FIBER
of families. More than five thousand men and women are profitably engaged in the distribu
bury, Mrs. W. O Oribbel, Mrs.
Extra Large Watermelons ...........................each
.79
tion of Fuller Products.
Robbins and Miss Bowers; nomi
BROOM
This rapidly growing business enables The Fuller Brush Company to constantly improve
Honey Dew Melons......................................... each .45
nating committee, Mrs A E.
their product and sell at lower prices than ever before. The efficient merchandising system
Greenlaw. Mrs. J, H. Hobbs and
GENUINE SPRING LAMBS—
through the Fuller Dealer contributes to these economies.
Mrs. William G Williams
Legs...................................................................... lb .30
Annual reports were given by
Fores (boned if you wish) .......................... lb
.20
Miss Bessie L. Bcwcrs, Miss Teresa
Chops—Ribs ................................................... lb
.40
SHO»I
Arau. Mrs. Leon Bryant. Mrs.
IJIMt
Chops—Kidney ............................................... lb
.50
Charles A Ferry. Mrs. Eugene C.
ONL»
Ripe Tomatoes..............................................2 lbs
.25
C. Rich and Mrs W Orifftn GribIt may be the little house around
bel
Native Spinach .............................................. peck
.25
F U L L E R*S
the corner or some nearby sum
LOWEST
ID PRICE
It
was
voted
to
give
to
the
Ameri

mer estate, this really is your sale
Native Beet Greens ........................................peck
.30
can Red Cross half the amount
IUIMST All
—vou and your neighbors have
Uttd and
Eastern Shore New Potatoes..................... peck
.45
realized from the Garden Day and
made.
recommended
COMPARISON
Good Old Potatoes ........................................ peck
.35
by hairdress
tea to be held in the Library Am
“FULLER SERVICE A SUC
ing experts
CESS" and your Fuller Dealer
Clicquot Ginger Ale................. pint bots, doz
.99
phitheatre later in the Summer.
desires to show his appreciation
Mrs. Clarence Beverage of Au
Clicquot Ginger Ale, quart bots............ 2 bots
.25
Bring* new life and beauty to the hail
by assisting you to obtain High
gusta,
president
of
the
Maine
and does not disturb the wave.
Large Bottle Mixie................................... 2 bots
.25
Quality. labor Saving Tools At
Sold only by the Fuller Brush Dealer —•
I Federation of Garden Clubs preSpecial Low Prices
Canada Dry Ginger Ale, small bots......... doz
.99
ask for a demonstration today.
sented a vase to the club as an an
Canada Dry Ginger Ale, large bots .... 2 bots
.25
Sold only by your Fuller
niversary gift from the federation.
Contents.
6
^Brush
Dealer. Phone or
I Mrs. Annie Mountfort of Dam
White Rock Water................................... dozen 2.25
write address below/
ariscotta was the speaker and her
Welch Grape Juice................. qts .45; pints
.25
subject was "Herbs’’ yhich told of
DON’T MISS THIS BARGAIN!
FULLER’S FAMOUS
the properties, symbols, and his
Taylor’s Grape Juice ................................ pint
.18
All
Eight
Items
Only
HANDY
FORKED
DUSTER
WET
MOP
tories of several herbs.
We hear some drinks have advanced in price;
these have not!
|
FURNITURE
POLISH,
12
oz.
CAN
Fomous because of
COMPLETE WITH HANDLE
Thompson - Frazier
FIXLUSTRE, Rubless Floor Wax, 16 oz. Can
Its tough, elastic, efficient
Join the Own a House Savings Club at the
ONLY
' A pretty home wedding took
aztee fiber. Remarkably light and easy
APPLICATOR FOR FULLUSTRE
Rockland Loan & Building Association
place Saturday night at the heme
to use. A real money-saver, too, for it
SINK BRUSH AND SCRAPER
will outwear several ordinary brooms*
of Mr. and Mrs. iPercy Luce, Sea
RADIATOR BRUSH or any item of equal value
lHOW
as
proved
by
severe
tests
under
actual
NET
street, when Wallace M Thompson,
ALUMINUM CLEANER
LOWEST IN
Strvict and D«PHONE 431-W
son of Mrs. Luce and Carlene Fra
PALM BRUSH
livery through
PRICE AGAINST
your Fuller Brush
FOR YOUR SET TODAY
zier, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
(A hand brush of many uses)
'ALL COMPARISON
Dealer. BUY NOW
I Weston of West Gardiner, were
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17
united In marriage by the Rev
I Weston P Holman Tnt uims, who.

THOMASTON

IN SOCIETY

CAMDEN

PERFECT DRINKING WATER

GREATER VALUES

A MAINEJ“FULLER BRUSH” ACE

SPECIAL GIFTS

Famous Fuller

BAR HARBOR

3

89(

For the Glorious Fourth

tf-ulle/L

APPRECIATION
SALE

NEW

RUG & FLOOR
BRUSH

2,99

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Utility'Size $1.29

89*

4
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MRS. MABEL JORDAN
The news of the death June 23
of
Mabel (Copeland* widow of Al
AStASi
bert
Jordan, brouvht sadness to
UDA G. CJIAMFNEY
relatives and friends, although not
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
unexpected. Born in St. George
Oct 25. 1864, daughter of Sanford
Tel. 2228
and Betsy (Robinson) Copeland,
Mrs. Delora E. Morrill recently she was married Oct. 22, 1887. to
entertained as callers at her home Albert Jordan and his work as a
(Mrs. Carrie Grey, Mrs. Nellie Alex railroad employe caused the home
By K. S. F.
ander. Mrs. F Ernest Smith. Robert to be made in South Warren,
Fowle and Natalie Fowle of Hal Woolwich. Rockland and Thom
lowell.
and Mrs. Julia Post of Rock aston. In the various places her
Men are apt to make the most
rare personality made and kept
exacting cooks, and good ones. too. land.
C. S. Oardner has on display in friends of all ages.
When they once get started they
Although suffering from an in
are apt to keep at It with delight her window a rebus which is attract
ing attention It was written by curable malady, no word of com
in their prowess.
• • •••
Dr Benjamin Franklin, who died in plaint passed her lips and the sick
'Maine Invites You," the new 1790. and has been in the family of rcom was ever a place of cheer
book out for publicity is alluring Mrs. Gardner for more than 100 fulness. She became a member of
1
and should bring thousands to this years. It is entitled "The Art of the Baptist Church ln Thomaston
June 6. 1886, later transferring to
coast provided the rain will only Making Money Plenty."
Rev. H. I. Holt preached at the the Baptist Church in Rockland.
cease.
Clark Island Church Bunday after She was also an esteemed member
noon. assisting Miss Margaret Mc- of Good Will Grange. South War
This
is
the
time
of
the
year
to
■iJW,
ride through the glorious country. Kniglit. Knox County Rural Re ren.
Since the death of her husband
Already they are looking for field ligious Education leader; and also
Joan Rackliffc. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rackliffe, 17 Grove street, celebrated her eighth birth
in 1936 she has spent most of the
administered
the
ordinance
of
bap

strawberries
that
tempt
the
mast
day Saturday afternoon by entertaining a group of friends. Those present were: Front row, left to rigl I,
time at the home of her son Henry
Jackie Grispe. David Bird, Lena llarjula, Barbara Clark. Joan Rackliffe hostess, Margery Tuck. Back row, epicurean taste. Soon will come tism to four candidates.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin G Priest, in Rockland or at her brother Les
Betty Libby, Thomas Brown, David Scariott. Eva Tuck. Joan Chisholm. Richard Rackliffe. Elizabeth Herrick. blueberries and then raspberries
Mary Libby, Evelyn Pendleton. Games were played and refreshments served the guests. —Blackinton Photo.
that make such luscious sauce and Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards, Mr lies home ln South Warren, and
jelly. Nature gives rare treats for | and Mrs. Emil Erickson, Mr. and where during the months of her
the wending into fields and pas Mrs. Charles Lane, Jr. and daughter illness she was given every care
Marion, Mrs. Dianna Pitts and and attention.
tures. Come along, 'tis time!
• • • •
daughter Josephine. Frederick Rich-' Besides the son Henry, she leaves
Nearly 86 percent of Zanzibar s ards and Mrs. Mabelle Crone a» -1a granddaughter. Mrs. Barbara
shipments to other countries last tended the Crone-Ordway wedding Russell and one great grand
year consisted of cloves.
at South Paris Sunday.
. daughter. three sisters, Mrs Bertha
• • • •
| Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt attended Jordan of South Warren, Mrs.
Seen before a country house in the picnic of the Waldoboro Baptist , Li»*tte Jordan and Mrs. Henry
New England: "Agents, solicitors, church school at Forest Lake Fri- Jones of Thomaston, two brothers,
collectors, etc., keep out! Beware 1 cjay jn Friendship.
O car and Leslie Copeland of South
of the wolf on the piazza.
|
large number of aliens residing , Warren.
in town have already registered
Services were conducted WedSitting in a concert hall waiting, Those who have not are asked to ap- nesday afternoon by Rev. Dcnald
a man saw a youngster looking at I pear before the Registration Board Perron nt the sons heme, Warren
his watch and asked. "Does it tell
at the Selectmen's Office between street, Rockland, and were very
the time, little boy?"
largely attended. She was laid at
the hours of 1 and 4 July 5.
I ''No", answered the lad, "You
Rev H. I. Holt was the officiating rest in the cemetery at South
have to look at it."
I clergyman at the wedding of Lin Warren, amid a profusion of the
• • • •
season's most beautiful blossrms.
"In a laboratory experiment 13 wood S. Cilley and Miss Frances E
The bearers were Levi Bucklin.
MoCobb
which
took
place
at
4
p.
m.
j
out of 17 rats preferred alcoholic
Elmer Overlock. Maynard Condon
Saturday
at
the
Old
Baptist
Church
, drinks to water.” The writer did
and Raymond Watson.
not find out if they were two or in Lincolnville.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sheridan
W.
Scott
at
Sea
Island,
Wianr.o
Club.
Bar

Rockland Breakwater, July 1st—A
It has been truly said that the
Miss
Charlotte
Cohen
of
Canton.
|
I are entertaining at cocktails pre- four legged rats.
gala weekend has been planned. On clay Hotel.
Ohio, a violin student at the Curiis Eternal Gcd was her refuge and ln
In addition to a fine orchestra ' ceding the first dance and Judge
the evening of July 4 the first dance
Alice Frcst Lord tells us in the Institute of Music, is at the home of Him she had perfect faith.
the Arthur Murray Studio has sent Victor B Woolley and Mrs. Woolley
,
Lewiston
Journal and we Join her: Mrs. Belle Coates for the season
of the season will be held. The Miss Josephine Lutz and Bernard and Mrs. George R Westerfield are
Due to the honday the Thursday | and daughters. Selina and Dorothy,
j
"Maine
is a well-wisher for
Samoset is most fortunate in se Creamer as their representatives j both entertaining at dinner. Saturtwo young men who will trek over night prayer service at the Baptist, of Reading. Mass., accompanied by
curing a Howard Lanin Orchestra and they will give an exhibition of ! day will find the first putting party
June and Gene, twin daughters of
Church will be omitted.
| scheduled and a dance is planned the Appalachian trail from Katahfor the Summer. It is under the ballroom dancing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Soear and Mr and Mrs. Carleton Cole, of
din in Maine to Mount Oglethropc
The undefeated Samcset team cf for that r.ight. too. For the golfers
direction cf Joseph Stearns, who has
Oakdale. I nng Island. N Y„ were
i in Georgia, this rummer, having family of East Corinth will
played at such fameus resorts as 1939 will play its opening game a Kicker's Tournament is being
overnight guests Saturday of Mr.
Wednesday
to
spend
several
days
|
started here this menth. They
held.
The Hotel Ormond, The Cloisters Thursday afternoon.
I are Edward Damp, 18, and John with his mother, Mrs. L. True and Mrs. H O Heistad. on their
way to Mooschcad l ake for a week's
I Maher. 19, of Pittsburgh. Pa. It is Spear. Sr.
Chester R Stewart has entered | Mrs. H. Irvin Hix and daughter I Miss Nancy Weeks was hostess at a 2090 mi c hike and their sched- 1 The Arthur Scotts arrived fri m fishing trip.
Miss Plivllis Houston of WllinmgKnox Hospital for observation and Mrs. Emily Faber cf Peoria. Ill. a beach supper party Sunday night, ule calls for 20 miles daily for four Philadelphia Saturday to occupy
I have arrived for the season, which entertaining a group cf friends at months. Once the boys have suc their cottage on Mechanic street fcr ton. Del. a violin student with
treatment.
i will be spent at tire Hix cottage, Asli Point.
i Jascha Brodsky, is at the Heistad
ceeded ln conquering the obstacles tlie 6umincr.
Lieut. Maud Staples is visiting Crescent Beach.
Guy
Overlook
is
having
a
vacation
home for the Summer,
of
the
Maine
end
of
the
journey
Mrs. Josephine Baker has re
her mother Mrs. William E. Staples.
—
from hts duties at the Maine S'.itc
turned yesterday to her home in they will have lo face the Presiden
Tlie L. F. Chases have opened j
She has recently graduated from
Wiivlow-Holhi cok Unit AI A.
Bedford. Mass., after a visit of two tial range in New Hampshire, the Prison.
Mrs Jessie Millei of Simon! u is Sewing Circle will meet tonight at
the Salvation Army's Training Col their Summer litme at Beech Hill. I weeks with friends in this city.
Adirondack®, the Pocanos, tlie Blue
lege in New York.
B’Jge and the Great Smokies It caring for Mrs. Annie J. Gard ner, 7 o'clock at tlie I egion Hill fcr
Members of Mite Club were en
Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S., is the toughest kind ol going all who remains ill at her home Mrs. Red Cross work.
Miss Mary Weymouth of Orono tertained yesterday afternoon by concluded Its season's meeting Fri the way. Each totes a 43 peund Oeorgia Walker, who has been em
Members cf the Outing C’ub were
is visiting Miss Sylvia Christoffer- Mrs. Seabrcok Gregory, the lios- day night, entertaining Grace pack. The longest continuous hike ployed at the Gardiner home, com
entertained at a lunohecn given bv
: tess serving refreshments after Chapter of Thomaston and having to date was made by C Bradford pleted her duties there Sunday
son.
J cards. Contract honors were won visitors from several other Chap and Raymond Mitchell of Fair
The W K Whipples, who bought Ml-.s Cora Perry at the Copper
the
John Davis house cn Sea street., Kettle Wednc day
Mr. and Mrs Frederick H. Rich- : by Mrs. A. D. Morey and Mrs Lil- ters. The ritualistic work was ex Haven, Mass., in 1936
Between
enburg of Roslindale, Mass., an ! lian McRae.
occupying 11 aflrr nuking exemplified with Miss Dorothy Dimick May 6 and (June 29th these men
_____
nounce the engagement of their I
and Miss Winifred Dimick acting starting cut at Mt Oglethrope tensive repairs and improvements.
Wetine seay-Thursday
Miss Lorea Adams and Miss Cath
daughter. Miss Mildred Louise
as candidates. A short program was traveled a distance of 850 miles' Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tonseth
Richenburg. to Edward Keene True, erine Carpenter of Warren. R. I., given, consisting of readings by to the Shenadoas National Park
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. Payson True and Miss Bullock of Bristol, have Miss Ida Lou Stevens and piano and had to stop when one of them
of Wood street, Concord. Miss been making a short visit in this solos by Mrs. Louie Rogers, both got a bad fall on a rock slide. ConRichenburg studied architecture at city.
of Ivy Chapter of Warren. It was 1 ferenee Chairman Myron Avery nt
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
j Washington, D C., has covered the
Mr. and Mrs Albert Pierce and announced that the annual meet
nology and at the Smith College
son David of Marlboro. Mass , are ing of the Knox Ccunty Field Day entire trail but by short hikes over
Graduate School of Architecture in
In the city for the holiday and re Association would be held at the a period of years
• • • •
Cambridge. Mr. True, a member of
mainder of the week, which they Masonic Temple in Union Monday.
Theta Phi Fraternity, prepared at
It certainly is a Joy to meet on
Aug.
5
Mention
was
also
made
cf
will spend with relatives.
Chauncey Hall School in Boston
the School of Instruction for Dis the streets these Summer days re
and received his degree in Archi
Mrs Helen Fairs and Mrs. Laura trict No. 12. which is to be held in turning friends who find It hard
tectural Engineering from tlie Fales of Belmont, Mass., are at The Vinalhavcn Monday, followed by to stay away from the old home
Massachusetts Institute of Tech lauriette for the Summer.
the inspection of Marguerite Chap when the grass Is green and the
days are best that the great wide
nology in 1939. There are no im
ter in the evening.
world offers.
mediate plans for the wedding. Mr
• • • •
True with his parents has been a
(More Personals on Page Six)
As I have watched men working,
frequent visitor at Hope, of which
graphic s
COMIQUt ' Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller I have found that it takes plenty
town his father is a native son.
served a buffet supper Sunday of elbow grease to keep a well
While he has been employed the
Did Yon Know Tliat
( night at their home on Broadway, groomed appearance on an auto
past winter by the Concrete Steel
THEATRE
complimenting their summer guests. mobile, but a little fuel oil will
Co. in Boston, he has accepted a
Comm, and Mrs. Douglass W Ful- work wonders witli a locomotive
position on the staff of the School
: ler of Piedmont. Calif. Besides the when siphoned into the hot water
of Architecture, University of Ore
Big Fourth Celebration
Ixinor guests, those bidden were J with which the engines are washed.
gon. and will leave for the west
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
A Rootin'. Tootin', Riot of Gags • Mayor and Mrs. E. R. Veazir. Mr. It cuts grease and dirt and acts as
about Sept. 1.
Guns and Gals
and Mrs. Frank A Tirrell, Jr.. Mr. | a substitute for soap. Do auto
and Mrs. Fred Trccartin, Dr and mobile washers ever use fuel oil
Is Made From Fresh Native
benny Mrs. Dana S. Newman, Mr. and on their cars?• • • •
Mrs. E. K Leighton. Mr. and Mrs.
Berries
With the narrow streets of alLincoln E. McRae, Mr. and Mrs.
Nightly at 8.00
masf
every
New
England
city
and
The Very Best We Can Buy
Charles H. Berrv. Mr. and Mrs.
ALL THIS WEEK
| William H Glerxlcming. Mrs. town the ’ motorists have their
Get Fresh F Iran berry
Matinees Thursday and Saturday
Francis H. Bickford cf Grt.it Neck. troubles with the bicyclists and
«
L. I., N Y., and Camden, Mrs. j then the hikers are not always
From All E. & M. Dealers
Edith Vining, Mbs Carrie Fields careful to mind traffic rules It
Free
Fireworks
Free and Joseph Soffayer. It was more really is a compliment to motor
WEDNESDAY MAT. JULY 3
j merrymaking when Miss Betty drivers that so few accidents hap- (
BOB HOPE
TONIGHT
Fuller, daughter of Comm, and pen. Let all try to help.
by
• • ♦ •
Tuesday and Wednesday
Six
Big AttractionsSix Mrs. Fuller, Mbs Ixiuise Veazie. •
PAULETTE GODDARD
OWEN DAVIS
' Tts night, and the dome of heaven
JEAN HERSHOLT in
COURAGEOUS DR. CHRISTIAN ( Miss Marie Berry and Miss Bar Is inlaid with diamond nail-heads
March of Time. The Philippines. bara Bickford, daughter of Mrs. Keeping hidden majestic treasures
Week Beginning Mon., July 8
THE
. . . Medico, Passing Parade, Bickford. Joined the party, for the
Matinee Saturday. July 13
Catrhing Whoppers, Paramount j Trecartins and Berrys showed Where angels sing their roundelays
And soft stillness touches our
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
News
colored movies of interesting trips
hearts
BIG CASH NIGHT, $63.06
Present
' from Maine to Florida, Havana,
w 'h CESAR ROMERO
To harmonious tranquility.
Clifford Odets’ Famous Drama
, Cuba and home again.
i How soft the moonlight enhances
Thursday
Through cloud spaces, that open
Also
Kingdoms of magic in their wake;
"INFORMATION PLEASE"
HEAVY BROILERS, FRYERS, LIGHT
A night call from the whip-poor/ Can 't Gin
NOW PLAYING
will
ROASTERS, Lb. 29c
"SUSAN AND GOD"
You
Artyf/iinq
Oives warning mern advances
with
STRICTLY FRESH LARGE EGGS, doz. 35c
JOAN CF WVFORI)
with
And dreams are caught in day
But
FREDERIC MARCH
Every egg candled and graded in accordance to the
HUME CRONYN
light’s dim
Maine Fresh Egg Law
LOUISE CAMPBELL
With world awake for the interim.
K. S F. j
All Seats 75c and $1.10
JOHNNY DOWNS
tax included
Plus Tally-Ho, $25.00
Joseph Emery, Jr„ Managrr
Mrs. Pauline C. MacWilliams en
163 LIME ROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 875-J
DANCES EVERY FRIDAY NITE
tertained T Club at her Ingraham
Shows: Mat. 2: Erg. 6.45 and MS
(Free Daily Delivery in Rockland)
rontlnuuu', Saturday 2 15 to 10 4)
Hill cottage Friilaj night. Picnic
IINTON BROS
IS il
Si.h.ta-. )i a i— Dayiljht rune
«s ■« I
supper.
I

With

OClETY
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Getchell of | Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ladd of
Somerville, Mass., are guests of Mr. New York were guests over the
ant? Mrs. Kelly B. Crie.
weekend of Mrs. Ladd s parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, com
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn has re ing to attend the Ladd-Hauck
turned from New York where she wedding, which took place yester
has been a guest of Mr. and Mrs day at Orono.
Wilham O. Lehing the past two
weeks. Friends of Mrs. Lehing
The Bowdoln Summer Confer
will be pleased to know she is ence of St. Peters Diocese of Maine
planning a visit to Maine this was recently held at Brunswick.
season.
Those going from the local parish
i were Mary Perry, Cynthia MacBertha McIntosh passed the Alman, Georgia Stevens. Drury
weekend in Skowhegan.
Rice, Stanley McCurdy and Don
ald Estes. Father Ernest O. KenMrs. Ruth Spear ns attending ' yon was a member of the faculty.
Harvard Summer School.
----- Dudley Perry, of California Is
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Snow : spending a vacation with his
have gone to Metinic for the mother, Mrs. Myrtle Perry, this
Summer.
j being his first visit in four years.
A reunion of the class of 1915,
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Verry and
Rockland High School is being ar family of Boston are occupying the
ranged for Aug. 2.
Flint cottage at Holiday Beach.

Miss Margaret Rogers, whose
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dudley and
newly acquired honors at Castine
daughters
Marilfn and Lee, are
Normal School were featured in
The Courier-Gazette, will teach in spending the holiday week at Seone of the elementary grades at bago Lake.
Bar Harbor when the school year
Itooevik Club will meet Wednes
opens.
day July 10 at Spruce Head. Mem
The Rockland City Band Is bers will dine at the Sandwich
scheduled for a copcert in the Bel Shop at 10 o'clock and be guests of
MTs H P Blodgct at her Summer
fast City Park July 21.
home fcr the afternoon. Cars will
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wheaton leave Rockland at 12 o'clock.
and Miss Mildred Gillette of Lex
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Wheeler
ington. Mass., have arrived at Holi
have
gone to Holiday Beach to oc
day Beach to spend the summer at
cupy their cottage for the Summer.
"Broadview" cottage

Mrs. Edward Lancaster and son
Miss Priscilla Lovejoy Is visit
ing her sister, Mrs. John Gatti in Edward of New Britain, Conn.,
Lebanon, Conn., and Miss Mar have been rbcent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. L. E Blacking ton.
garet Lyon in Holyoke, Mass.
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow and
sons Wilbert Jr., John, Nicholas,
Stephen and Gregory of Middleton. Conn., were overnight guests
Thursday of Mrs. C. F. Simmons.
They went Friday to their Spruce
Head cottage, accompanied by Mrs
Plans are .rapidly being formu- Simmons' niece, Miss Jeannette
lated for the three day convention Frieze of Plainfield, N. J., who will
of the New England Conference of be their guest for tire summer.
State Federation cf Women’s Clubs
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Burrill and
which will be held at the Ocean
House in Swampscott on Sept. 22, party of Waterville are spending
23. and 24. Mrs J. Arthur Snyder, the holiday week at their cottage
at Holiday Beach.
.music chairman, recently an
nounced that the Women's Sym
Mrs. Jane Bird. Mrs. Dorothy
phony Orchestra of Boston will Snow and Miss Madeline Bird ar
present one of the evening pro rived from Trenton. N. J„ Satur
grams. This group cf women have day evening, having spent a few
won wide acclaim in the musical days with Mrs. Bird's son William
world.
in Northampton, Mass.

Methebesec Club will meet Friday with Mrs. H P Blodgett, at
Spruce Head
Those wishing
transportation will notify Mrs.
George Davft or Mrs. Arthur
Haines.
ci

Kool-Aid.

FREE!
1 ciacus

...KEEP COOL I

' CVT'OVTS TtlahiA
10 BIG, COOL
GLASSES'

Miss Jeannette Frieze is visiting
Mrs. C. F. Simmons, Talbot avenue.
Attorney Alonzo Tuck will be
the speaker July 12 at the meeting
of Women’s Educational Club, Mrs.
Minnie Miles hostess.

-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE^
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
On All PermanenU

Katherine’s Beauty Shop
666 MAIN ST.
BLAKE BLOCK
TEL. 1120
78-791

Boothbay, Maine
Route 27
Opening
Ten Week
Tomorrow
Season
'ACCENT ON YOUTH"
Wednesday through Sat.. July 3-6
50r. 75c. »1 00 Plus Tax
MO P. M. D.8.T.

AT SEARS CONVENIENT ORDER OFFICE

Page Severi

No War Thoughts To Disturb

This And That

ROCKPORT

I

1

At Rockland Breakwater

FRESH

STRAWBERRIES!

X-

E.&M.

STRAWBERRY

EXTRA SAVINGS ON SLACK SUITS!
New 1940 Styles!
Colorful Stripes!
Play, work, in these dash
ing new slacks! Fine qual
ity woven striped cotton
suiting. Light navy, rose,
medium green; sizes 12
to 20.

‘MR. AND
MRS. NORTH’

GIRLS’ SUN SUITS

39c

NCKFClSM
Kid

3 for J|°®
“Scarspride" quality
Finest washfaat per
cale. Low back for
healthful tan. Plain
or print patterns.
Sixes 7 to 14.

“GOLDEN
BOY”

BUTTON-UP OVERALLS
California-type cotton crash.
Built-up back. Copen blue or
henna rust. Sixes 7 to 16

59c

Many Other Summer Apparel Bargains
for ALL
’* the
‘ f Fan
Family!
*

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

SPEEDY DELIVERY

CATALOG ORDER OFFICE

I to our office or your |
I home. A small delivery
charge NO C O D fee!

393 MAIN ST.,

ICE CREAM

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1380

ten My

HEARTHROCKS POULTRY FARM

Strand
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Page Eight

ing anouncement. Mrs. Newman
. paid a glowing ta-ibute to Miss
Around the World With the Star Spangled Banner
I Spring and to the others who have
First An Upside Down
Many Activities Connect ■ spoken before the N.Y.A. girls.
Hill; Now a Floating
In answer to my questions of why
ed With Interesting
The National Archives was estab
Island
Project Are Reviewed
lished and what The National
------, ,
, I Archives is, Mrs. Newman gave the
There may be such a thing as the
One cf our most successful work s(ory of the complicated history of
law of gravity but as far as the
periods of the N Y A. girls closed the establishment of The Nationr.l
last Friday afternoon. Because of Archives from President Hayes' spe(Report of President Walter S. sometime between July 1-15. The little Maine town is concerned it
tne quality of the work don-’ by the , cial message to Congress. Dec. 10,
Wyman to Stockholders of the first benefit that will come from is just a rumor.
girls on Project 17-Y, they have 1877, to Oct. 15. 1935. when the
received orders for nn’.e dollars, Archivists was notified that the
Central Maine Power Company). this unit is an opportunity to
For the past several years mo
worth of outside work on their own building was ready for occupation
The second quarter of 1940 con thoroughly overhaul each of the
torists from miles around have
time.
I and operation. In her description of
tinued to show improvement over two units now In service for the
Materials have been furnished by Tiie National Archives, we were givbeen visiting Wilton to experiment
the corresponding period in 1939. first time since they were put Into
the Browne Club for 100 cuddle en an explanation of the "term
with an upsidedown hill where they
leys. These stuffed and cmbroid- Archives" as applicable to many and
General business conditions have operation, more than eight years
coast upgrade and have to step on
eted animals are for local Christ various phases of our own lives
ago.
been spotty. A portion of the In
mas work and for the Sunbeam, the
the gas In order to descend.
Mrs. Newman said. "One of the
dustries in our territory have been
This overhauling will take from
mission boat which plies along the most interesting divisions in The
Today they were flocking there
operating at full capacity, while four to six weeks and the older
Maine coast
National Archives is the Division of
once
more to see another phenom
betters of thanks for articles Repair and Preservation." The ac
other industries such as shoe man units will each be out of commis
enon. namely, a floating island.
made on the project and given to curate information about this angle
ufacturers, cotton and woolen sion from two to three weeks. When
the Bok Heme fo; Nurses and the cl archival work was most inter
Several days ago a high wind
goods have been greatly curtailed tills work is completed this Station
Home for Aged Women have been esting.
.
broke
off more than three acres
teceived by the project
for nearly the whole three months. will have water enough behind the
"In the course of the work many
from the upper end of Wilson Pond.
Twenty-nine slips have been
Figures
for
June
are
not
yet
avail

dam
to
operate
it
several
days
at
made for the City Store. A sixty- valuable historical records have been
able but from all indications they full capacity, even with ordinary Instead of staying in one place,
four square Weave-it. baby blanke' unearthed and deposited with The
National
Archives.
At
Machias
bewill show about the same rate of flows of the river, without seriously the newly converted island went on
and a baby's appliqued quilt have ,
......
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Neither power nor riches can procure membership in America's “most exclusive veteran fraternity"—
also been made as well a« dresses | neath the floor boards in the attic
increase as tire last two months. Interfering with the head available a tour of the lake. Now the town
the
Veterans
of
Foreign
Wars
of
the
United
States
—
if
the
applicant
is
not
entitled
to
a
campaign
were discovered government records.
and play suits.
badge from Uncle Sant for actual overseas combat service, in defense of the American flag, as indi
During the last part of March and at this station. It is not expected fathers are figuring ways and
The crochet work done by some *hich were reclaimed, pertaining to
cated
on
this
map.
the first few days of April the that it will be operated In this means of anchoring it to one spot
of the NYA girls Is outstanding. Col. John Allen of Revolutionary
Company suffered from low Water manner, but this large quantity of where it will not endanger naviga
A luncheon set made for the project lame, and a commission of a Mathe year's work. Miss Margaret CATHOLIC CHANGES
contains over 120 yards of crochet ehlas man. signed by Montgomery
conditions on the Androscoggin water available at any time for tion. If anyone wants an island,
cotton. There is a chair set in Blain. Postmaster General in PresiThe Most Rev. Joseph E. Mc River and to some extent on the j use up to the full capacity of the they say. this one can be had free
McIlroy of Lewiston. State Regent,
<cru. a centerpiece in two colors, • dent Lincoln's Cabinet. These recCarthy,
Bishop of the Portland Kennebec River, although the lat- I station is of great value In main- of charge.
presided. One important suggestion
and altar-cloth lace with chalice ords were much dilapidated and verDoings Of the Maine
Wilton's famous upsidedown hill
Catholic diocese, has announced ter benefited greatly from the ■ tabling the Company's service
and cress fleury:
min eaten.”
made by her was the grouping of
Society. D. A. R., At the
Tne Community Building Flag
In Maine the Survey has uncovthese clergy changes: Rev. Rollin heavy rains which occurred in the whenever other sources of power was discovered several years ago
Chapters in the same locality into A. Martineau. assistant, Sacred latter part of 1939. The spring fail temporarily.
has been mended this month. This , ered approximately 1583 government
when a motorist jacked up his car
Poland Spring House
is the third flag which we have re- agencies, and 26.2C6 reports
Mis.
districts and holding district meet- Heart Church, Portland, trans break-up came along about the
to change a tire only to have it
The
Bucksport
steam
plant
is
paired We have our own Betsey Newman tys W<
Tl
Poland Spring House at ings during the year with State of- ferred to assistant at St. Mary’s, middle of April and was followed nearing completion. The original roll off the jack and coast uphill
Ross, and she has her understudy , published 900 series of volumes of
The Project has lost three eirls | the inventory of Federal Archives. South Poland was the pleasant flcers in attendance. These meet- Bath; Rev. Patrick J. Barrett, as by fairly heavy rains. This en date set on which it was to be with the owner in wild pursuit..
thls month: Miss Dorothy Pliilorook averaging 85.503 single-spaced pqges.! sctting for the annual field day of
w°uld be conducted in some- sistant, St. Teresa's. South Brewer, abled the Company to resume sup- 'ready for operation was Sept. 1. It
—By Earle Doucette
by marriage; Miss Daurice Tc'.min
Another enterprise of the Survey , the Maine Society, Daughters of *’bat
same manner as the j to Sacred
___
Heart, Portland; Rev. plying power to its secondary cus- ' is now thought that the plant will
by removal from the city; and Miss winch will be of local interest is the
Olive Carnes by transference to compilation of ship registers and' the American Revolution. Saturday re8ular State conferences thereby Maurice R Carroll, pastor. St. I tomers who were discontinued for | be ready to try out sometime In parts of the territory through
[August and there is little question which thia line passes, but thLs
Federal Archive-. Federal Building enrollment of the various districts Much to the delight of the "Daugh- giving to a larger number of mem- j aenwjjCfSi Benedicta, to St. Ter-j a few days In April.
Tl:e Project Is grateful to the of Maine. In colonial days: oneof I ters" and their guests the sun1 bers the opportunity of meeting, esa's, South Brewer; _________
Rev. George j Sufficient rain has fallen during but what it will be completely ready work has very nearly been accom
Mayor
the chairs
Board bcuaht
of Aldermen
for theand
20 new
for v- ! !he first vessels built was lookeri “PP^ared in the forenoon, thereby, state offleers and
bftter Dulac, chaplain, St. Ann's,
Old the last few weeks so that the stor- for service on the original date plished and we now expect that
this month
, upon, when ready forlaunching as clearing away the fog so the beau- >«iu*ltited with the State wor|t [Town to pastor, St. Benedict's, age reservoirs on the Kennebec which was fixed.
this line will also be available for
The NYA boys have given the |J>»_ner.,_a"d ^Uilden^
tiful panorama of the surrounding IThe* meetings of course would |Benedlcta and Rev
p gur. River have completely filled and j Due to the war conditions abroad use in August.
Tweedle chairs two coats of paint. Much speculation was made regard
not supplant the regular State
during the week of June 17 it was and the defense program in this
During the past month we have
Mrs. J. N Southard, representing ing her at the time of launching a:-! mountains and country
meetings
Lady Knox Chapter chaplain gt
old Town
necessary to waste some water in country it was thought advisable given considerable stucty to the
Lady’ Knox Chapter. DAJL spoke 10 what she would be called, aa the enjoyed to It
____________
"The
meeting
before the N YA.Girls
........ ....on
............
- . boat started sliding into the wa'el. , A short business
-------------------. was would be grouped with Gen. Knox I
excess of the amount which could to provide additional oil storage at conditions which might arise in
' ers '“who
Flag Cede" In behalf of Lady one °f ’he curious onlookers
"Oi|' lejdat 1115
to discuss plans for Chapter ofThomaston and PemaANDREWS'POEM
be used by plants on the river. Bucksport, and accordingly an 1942, having particularly ln mind
use and
and i
Knox Chapter. Mrs
Southard had doubted such a vessel'-, use
_____________ quid Chapter of Lincoln
County.
The
Rangeley Lakes, which form order was placed in June for an the defense program which the
Mrs.
John
H.
Andrews
of
Rock
passed out tiny silk flags for Flag steadiness should "see her scorn
Plans were also discussed for the
Upon hearing this the owner calm'dhaven, but being unseaworthy, put Flans were als0 mscussea Ior lne port has written a poem entitled ] the storage system of the Andros- 80.000 barrel tank to be delivered Federal Government has launched.
Week
On the evening of the 11th the ' remarked "a schooner let her be." back to port. The Spears have May- furthering of the Oolden Jubilee "My
_ God",
_
_ __
__in one month and to be ready for Under ordinary conditions we would
which has
been _
ar- coggin River, _
are completely filled,
Ihusa new word was created and flower ancestry through the Cush- Projects of the National Society. I ranged
" the"”'c„ard j*cne exception, if we get nor- filling by Oct 1
N. Y A. room was the scene of
not expect to require additional
delightful party, a color scheme i the rig of
-* *fore
-------and
J aft -ad is still man line.
[Beginning the week of Oct. 11 1
1
The
Sue'
mal
rains
for
the
next
two
weeks
The
principal
transmission
lines
production capacity before 1?<13,
,
Bros,
of
Chicago.
of red. white cid olje ipprjpriate specified by 'schooner."
Again, was it named for the through the Continental Congress
.. _ . , „,,, „ - ' cess Music Co., of Aurora. Ill, I that lakp will probably fill. In 1939 being built are the 110.000 volt line. but it became evident that in case
to F.a j Week being cirrtca out.
Mrs Newman told the story of the Speedwell, the Veronica, which;. .
.... .........................
„ _
.... Capt
.
blooms along the sides of the brook ln APril 1941 the ®°clety wU1 cele* ,j ____
[ the storage lakes on both rivers 48 miles long, which is under con- the defense program should throw
Masses of white lilacs ind r>d tulips -Ranger.''
the ship
on which
is the publisher. Mr and Mrs A
in blue vases were effectively p
’aaed John
flrst on Capt. John Spear's original lot. brat* lts Golden Jubilee. Chap- , drews were visitors Sunday at the I were full on July 1 and the indi , struction on a private right of way considerable load onto the indus
placed
john Paul Jones had hoisted the first
nbout
I stars
out the room.
Stars and Stripes that ever flew from It might mean: speed well on your ters all over the country- are also 1' Christian Science Church in Cam- I cations are that they will be prac- [ from Detroit to Windsor. This line tries in this section, it might be
Preceding the party, a tnusicale tht. peak of an American man-oi- voyage.
making plans for observing this in
will have a capacity of about 25,000 necessary to laus. additional capaden where the composition was tically so this year.
with readings by Madlene Regers war
C"°' 7}jomas Starrett was Captain., tj-jetr own particular manner.
During the month of May the kilowatts and will enable electricity ! city by 1942 Upon investigation
Jackson was given in the Tower
Then there followed the renowned I Second Company. 4th Lincoln Coun-. _.
.
. .
.__ . .
_ beautifully rendered during the
Rocm.
Mr. Lundell, who had Red jackett- a Maine ship, built at ty Regiment of Massachusetts Mi-' chaPtt'-'' regents are asked to ap- services as an offertory by the Company had the biggest sale of to travel from Bingham or the new we found that the. manufacturers
i
charge cf the------musical
part of the Rocklan[1 in'1853. bv George Thoma Utia n7c Durjng the Revo,ution point a Red Cross chairman who
electrical merchandise It has had steam plant at Bucksport to the were rapidly filling up their plants
pianist, Mrs. Maud Young.
5SSK?'
cpumwl by . Cap, cm W Captain Starrett’s company was sta- will keep in touch with all Red
in any month for many years. The 1 cities and towns served in the [ with orders for steam turbines,
difficult Second .. Rhapsody by Asa Eldridge one of the oldest names 1 tioned at Glen Cove. Rockport. June Cross work done by the Chapter
Liszt, in which he demonstrated a on the Cape. Today, in Chatham, j 25 to July 5. 1779
total sales for that month were [ southern and western part of the boilers, etc, and deliveries on siaNONAGENARIAN
members, reporting same to Miss
brilliant technique as well as a we find the Eldridge library. And in
[For The Courler-Ga-e'.te]
$115,612. which was $12,279 more I State, including the Cumberland able steam turbines were already
Capt.
John
Spear
was
a
private
in
thorough mastery of the keyboard
Foote of Bath who volunteered her She was an old. old lady
than the sales in May 1939 and County Pcwer A Light Company, running into the latter part of
His pupils displayed careful train- 'b,> three-panel mural by Alice Col. Thomas Starrett’s Regiment.
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British
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services as State Chairman,
$15,112 more than was budgeted by wav of Farmingdale to Lewis- 1941
As an Insurance measure,
trees
lng in both technique and mter- , Stallknuecht. in the old Congrega- spy John Long, an overt act of which I At the close of the business
would look up a moment to Jlsten
v„or
pre'ation.
tional Church of Chatham may be
The result of this ton, as well as by the present route this Company Joined with Cumber
and
nv
lor
lnls
>ear
his numerous descendants are very, meeting a processional of the ofThis party was sponsored by the , seFn the portraits of four Eldrid
Does it rain? or ts that a breeze?” large volume of sales was to cut from Bingham via Farmington to land County Power & Light Coment out the well proud. Ben Ames Williams writes] fleers, guests and nieinbeis was And
Arts and Crafts Society and the! Thomaston sent
her mind would 2ly to u great
down the cost of "Merchandising Lewiston.
pany in placing orders for a 20,000
known O'Brien ships There was a of this in "Come Spring” (p 349
Advisory Board of Project 17-Y
Three of Col. Starrett’s children •orme£l 1° march into the dining [ p,0Ughtn< the west:
and New Business Expense" to an [ This line is nearly completed and kilowatt steam turbin, together
Two one-hour lessons "A Study time when Edward O’Brien was the
from Still Life" were given by Maud Ilargest individual shipowner in th" married three of Capt. John Spear's iocm
where the luncheon was , But her. dread was lost in a sigh, as amount which was $4,299 lqss than : it is expected that it will be put with boiler and condenser, for de
Hall this month. These lessons are , world.
Both were sons of the original set- [served.
Table decorations weTe of -Ah. not He is at rest
was budgeted.
into service sometime early in Aug- livery in the fall of 1941. It has
looked forward to each month withIn closing. Mrs Newman asked me [ tiers of Warren in 1735. Col. Star- gartjen flowers and silk American ln lhe llule y*rd “P yonder
hiu
The three principal construction ust. The other principal line being not yet been decided which Coman ever-mounting joy.
j to speak on some Warren built ship rett was the son of William Starrett, i pja„s
[ Over
hl
" where the
h* children
Qland anri
®
I
port
the wand ring Mks and projects which the Company Is car- built is a 33,000 volt line running pany, if either, will erect this plant
The supervisor has given an hour• II and ♦$-»«
the fasmtlw
family Tionsoc
jiames oZATAFAPPtI
connected from Scotland,
and Mary norohlo
Gamble nf
of Ij
talk on "Service" to both the morni with it.
Ireland; Capt Spear was the son of
Tbe afternoon was given over to
their kin,
rying on are progressing about ac- 1 from Gulf Island Station, above at that time, but the placing of
ing and afternoon group. Three 1 Doubtless the mostfamous ship
Robert Spear and Margaret McLean 1 weh arranged program furnished And his harbor Is snug and deep ”
cording to schedule, both as to time Lewiston, to Bath, to take care of these orders insures ability to obinteresting menu-cards were shown
ever built at Warren was the "SpeedTurk, daughter of John McLean. by members of the State Society And back she leaned on her rocker. ,
' of completion and cost. The third | the increasing load in Brunswick tain this apparatus and erect lt at
Whose cushions red
Botlng Day The Hotel Metiopoh
BradCapt John Spear was the tint ch.ldren of the American Revoltl- i Threw
up a glow on a weary lace
| unit at the Wyman Station is ex- j and Bath. Securing a proper right some proper locaypn^g the neces„
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_ _ i tion. Greetings wtre given by the And a year-dimmed head
Josiah S.mpson Hospital, 1898; and capt John Spear
Warren.
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The "Speedwell." built in 1791. was and the largest taxpayer in the town, i following officers representing their
Manila. 1CO1.
the first brig built in the town. Up Capt. Spear gave nine of his sons ' respective organizations: Mrs. Fred
Haverhill Tercentenary (June 23- ] to this time shipbuilding in Warren a farm. This is what is now known \ c. Morgan, Vice President General,
29i. Whittier, and "Whittier-Land" h d
confined l0 sloops and as Speartown.
____
DAR ; Roy C Evans. State Presi>5 I?' schooner- This brig was built on
During Adams’ administration the [ .
S A.R; Miss Carmeta J.
supervisor of the project on the aft the shore of land owned by Capt “Alien and Sedition Laws" were1 e
ernoon of June 20 "My Playmate" Spear, opposite Andrews’ Point.
Appleby, State President, CAR;
passed.
These
laws
had
become
by Whittier was also read
Janies Crawlord was in command necessary because of the attitude of Mrs. Victor A Binford, for the
The speaker of the month was
Honorary State Regents; Mrs. Lil
Mrs Ella Newman. State Supervi of this ship until it was captured by France toward us.
Things had gone so far that orders lian C. Pattee, President. State
sor Federal Archives Survey. Mrs. a French privateer when coming
had been issued to raise an army;
Newman's subject was, of epurse, from Demarara in 1793.
How come the name Speedwell? our minister to France, Charles P Federation Business and Profes
"The National Archives Project,
What was its derivative? Perhaps Pinckney, had coined the famous sional Women's Club; and the
Rcckland, Maine.
With skill and charm. Mrs New- fyom the sister ship of the May- phrase. "Millions for defense, but President of the Maine Society
man planned her address in the flower
"The Speedwell,” which not one cent for tribute.”
Daughters of 1812. Telegrams of
It was at this time that the brig regret were read from several other
form of an interview. In her open-1 sailed for Peymouth from Delfts"Speedwell" was captured by the
honor guests who were unable to
French.
Napoleon became the first Consul be present.
Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith of
of Prance Thomas Jefferson, the
great exponent of Democracy, be Skowhegan was the speaker of the
SLOWER BURNING
came our third President ln 1801. afternoon A digest of her speech
CAMELS ARE ACES
Two years later, ln 1833. Louisiana
SURE IS
was purchased from the French gov was printed in Saturday's issue.
WITH ME ON
ernment. Over one mililon square Mrs. Smith was greeted not only
THE TICKET FOR
EVERY COUNT.
miles of land and the full posses as a member of the D A R. but
STEADY SMOKING.
sion of the Mississippi was obtained also as the first Congresswoman
THAT EXTRA
for $15,000,000.
from the State of Maine.
CAMELS ARE
Our minister at Paris was Robert
SMOKING IS NICE
Over 150 D A R . S A R. and C A R
R.
Livingston,
one
of
the
famous
MORE THAN MILD
members
and guests were present.
committee
of
five
which
drew
up
the
ECONOMY, TOO
-THEY'RE EXTRA
Declaration of Independence. Na- Lady Knox Chapter was represent
poleon's agent (Marbois) was tolded
_ ________
______Mrs.
__ ____________
by its regent,
Mabelle Rose
MILD
by Livingston that America vn"l■■ and lhe gtate chairman of Montpay 20 million francs provided
France paid the spoliation claims pelier, Mrs. Anne Snow
M F R
since the period covered by the
Convention of 1800
The sum of 80 million francs was “TAXES," IN KHYME
finally settled upon. 60 to go direct
From an old newspaper, yellowed
ly to France, the remainder to be
with
age, comes (via W. S. Lothpaid by the United States to Ameri
can citizens In the settlement cf rop of South Hope) the following
claims against France.
rhyme-—author unknown:
The late Palmer Starrett of War Tax the fanner, tax hLs fowl.
ren was appointed to locate the Star- Tax the dog and tax his howl
Tax hts hen and and tax her egg,
ret and Spear heirs under the spoli Let
the bloomin' niudsUl beg.
ation claims. The writer of this Tax his pig and tax his squeal.
N THE LAST FEW MONTHS, certain reg
Even a 3-point difference in anti-knock
article was about 12 years old when Tax his boots, run down at heel:
his plow and tax his clothes.
she received the amount due her late Tax
ular-priced gasolines have been imply
rating is a noticeable difference. This
Tax hts rags that wipe hts nose;
FREE—“21 Ways to Save Money/’
Tax hts house and tax hts bed.
father.
ing (hat they will perform as well as our
7-point difference is a BIG difference—
Both Col. Starrett and Capt. John Tax the bald spot on hts head;
This helpful booklet your» for
premium-priced gasoline, Gulf No-Nox.
gives Gulf No-Nox a major advantage in
the ox, and tax the ttss.
Spear lie buried in the Old Town Tax
Tax hts Henry." tax his gas;
the asking at your Good Gulf
the
high-compression
engines
you
find
in
Yard at Warren. That hallowed Tax the road that he must pass
Actually, that is a long way from being
In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS burned 25% slower than the aver
make him travel o'er the grass
dealer’s. Get yours, right
the newer cars.
field where sleep 39 of Warren's And
true.
Tax his cow. and tax his calf.
age of the 15 other of the largest-selling brands tested-slower than
away at the Sign of the Gulf
Revolutionary dead.
Tax him 11 he dares to laugh;
Therefore, don’t swallow it hook, line,
A Sons of the American Revolu He Is but a common man,
any of them. That means, on the average, a smoking plus equal to
There are three methods most gener
Orange Disci
and
sinker,
when
someone
tells
you
that
tax the cuss Just all you can.
tion marker was place on Col. Star So
ally used to determine the anti-knock
Tax the lab'rer, but be discreet.
his regular gas (however much it's been
rett’s grave bv the late Judge Ed Tax him for walking on the street,
value of a gasoline. These tests are used
improved!) is as good as improved Gulf
ward K. Gould. State Historian, In Tax his bread, tax fils meat.
Tax the shoes clear off the feet
by us, used by our competitors, and are
No-Nox. It isn't. In gasolines, as in every
1938, the writer had the privilege of Tax the pay roll, tax the sale.
recognized by everybody in the industry.
placing an S.A.R. marker on the Tax all his hard-earned paper kale;
thing else, you get about what you pay for.
his T pe and tax his smoke.
grave of Capt. John Spear. Capt Tax
Teach him government Is no Joke
On these tests oj quality made by an
These facts aren’t just paper facts. You
Spear and Agnes Lamb, his wife, of Tax the coffins, tax the shrouds
independent laboratory, the regular gaso
can confirm them in your own gas tank.
"Come Spring” fame, being the Tax the souls beyond the clouds.
line, which is making the most to-do
Next time—try just one tankful of Nowriter’s great-grandparents three Tax all business, tax the shops.
Tax the Incomes, tax the stocks;
about being the equal of Gulf No-Nox,
Nox, and make up your own mind whether
times removed.
Tax the living, tax the dead.
In closing, Mrs. Newman made a Tax the unborn, before they're fed.
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any regular gas, anywhere, is within
the water tax the air.
display of bound volumes of the Tax
Tax the sunlight, If you dare
NO-NOX!
shouting distance of it!
National Archive Survey, letters Tax them all and tax them well.
And
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to
make
life
h
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from colleges and Historical Socle
ties, as well as prints of old ships.
These prints had been resketched FRIENDSHIP
NO REGULAR GASOLINE-NOT ONEieesi^-iL.-arz,
from the original drawings and pho
Mr and Mrs. Brazier are at their
tographers
by
H.
John
Newman,
THE CIGARETTE
Martin Point cottage for the Sum
CAN COMPARE WITH GULF NO-NOX!
who studied with Eric Pape.
OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
mer. Mr. Brazier is much improved
Wllhelmina T. Fogg.
Supervisor Project 17-Y. ln health.
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